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To address the health risks associated with long-term manned space exploration, we 

require an understanding of the cellular processes that drive physiological alterations. 

Since experiments in spaceflight are expensive, clinorotation is commonly used to 

simulate the effects of microgravity in ground experiments. However, conventional 

clinostats prohibit live-cell imaging needed to characterize the time-evolution of cell 

behavior and they also have limited control of chemical microenvironments in cell 

cultures. In this dissertation, I present my work in developing Clinorotation Time-

lapse Microscopy (CTM), a microscope stage-amenable, lab-on-chip technique that 

can accommodate a wide range of simulated microgravity investigations. I 

demonstrate CTM with stem cells and show significant, time-dependent alterations to 

morphology. Additionally, I derive momentum and mass transport equations for 

microcavities that can be incorporated into various lab-on-chip designs. Altogether, 

this work represents a significant step forward in space biology research. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Manned space exploration 

In the cutthroat environment of the multi-year economic recession that collapsed 

global markets in 2008, and with the ongoing fiscal stagnation threating to damage its 

slow recovery, all government programs and budgets in the United States (US) are 

under scrutiny, or otherwise threatened with a permanent shutdown. 

While this does not exclude the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), the financial scrutiny is not new. Consider that every year 

since the completion of the Apollo program in the early 1970‘s, NASA is continually 

faced with criticism for spending beyond its means. If not criticized for spending, 

which typically constitutes less than 1% of the US federal budget, some claim that 

NASA is irrelevant, and its mission outdated. 

 I won‘t go into a lengthy discussion here on why the world‘s most prolific 

space program continues to inspire, why it represents so many aspects of what 

distinguishes mankind from every other species on Earth, and why it spurs the type of 

technological innovation that has been, and should continue to be, the furnace of the 

US economy. The debate on NASA‘s relevance may carry on indefinitely.  

However, what I believe is important is that NASA‘s budget should be 

proportional to a manageable portfolio of ambitious goals. Otherwise, underfunded 

programs may fail to deliver. While I do not claim to know a whole lot about how 

money flows in the US economy or how NASA‘s money is managed, I know that any 

successful modern-day venture requires adequate financial backing. Given that 
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NASA is targeting a goal of long-term manned space exploration, the monetary 

investment is, by no means, trivial. So, I claim that adequate funding is the first 

important component needed for manned space exploration. 

The second component is technology. Its capabilities should reflect the 

duration and destination of the mission and include the space vehicle architecture, 

propulsion, communications, navigation, and power systems. Moreover, there is a 

class of technology that is related solely to the human factor, protecting humans from 

the harsh space environment and maintaining human health. In order to better design 

technologies for this, we need to better understand how the human body interacts with 

the space environment. This is the crux of my dissertation. 

In NASA‘s overall vision to ―reach for new heights and reveal the unknown 

so that what we do and learn will benefit all humankind,‖ [1] my dissertation plays a 

small, but important role. Small because its focus is very narrow and important 

because it supports such a large portion of NASA‘s investments. To elaborate, 

consider NASA‘s recently released 2013 budget estimate of $17.7 billion [2]. Of 

NASA‘s programmatic elements of human exploration and operation (HEO), 

aeronautics research, and science, HEO comprises of roughly half of NASA‘s 

expenditures (see Fig. 1).  

The HEO element houses the space biology program, which supports HEO 

sub-elements for the international space station and exploration research. The NASA 

centers that most heavily support space biology research are Johnson Space Flight 

Center (JSC) and Ames Research Center (ARC). Outside of NASA, other 

organizations have limited investments in this field. 
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Figure 1. NASA‘s FY13 budget estimate for the agency and for the Human 

Exploration and Operations (HEO) element. Reproduced from [2]. 
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1.2. The human factor 

Radiation fields, an airless vacuum, cold temperatures, and weightlessness are some 

of the environmental conditions that astronauts must overcome to survive in space. 

Atmospheric pressure and temperature can be easily controlled. Radiation however, is 

perhaps the most hazardous, and weightlessness, sometimes used interchangeably 

with the term microgravity, is perhaps the least understood and most difficult to 

address. Even under brief exposure to radiation and microgravity, astronauts 

generally return to Earth with physiological conditions that may take weeks, or even 

months to recover. 

 First, let me briefly describe the radiation environment. The three primary 

types that relate to spaceflight are galactic cosmic radiation, solar cosmic radiation, 

and radiation from the van Allen belts around Earth [3]. While Earth‘s atmosphere 

provides adequate shielding on the ground, and the magnetosphere is somewhat 

adequate for shielding in low Earth orbit (LEO), a long-term mission far from Earth 

would expose astronauts to dangerous levels of galactic cosmic radiation. This type of 

radiation, a remnant of cataclysmic cosmic events, comprises of roughly 1% heavy 

elements that can penetrate through most barriers and damage genetic material. 

We may also want to consider that future, long-term manned space 

exploration might use alternative power sources that provide far more energy than 

conventional solar cells. Radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs) are already 

used to power deep space missions and an RTG system is currently used on the Mars 

Curiosity rover [4]. The use of similar, nuclear power technology on long-haul space 

vehicles may expose astronauts to additional sources of radiation. 
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 In contrast, the effects of microgravity exposure are less dramatic and occur 

over timescales that are orders of magnitude longer than damage incurred by 

radiation. In fact, the body‘s response to microgravity exposure is more of a natural 

adaptation than a change caused by some exogenous factor. However, adaptations do 

not always imply that alterations are favorable for all systems in the body. 

As an example: decreased bone density and reduced muscle mass might help 

an astronaut conserve caloric energy in microgravity. Although this energy 

conservation is favorable from an evolutionary standpoint, tissue atrophy might 

adversely affect hormone balance that could disrupt sleep and mental health [5] – not 

to mention that such changes would physically hamper the ability for astronauts to 

readapt to Earth‘s gravity. 

Experiments in spaceflight have previously been used to investigate the 

effects of microgravity. In particular, cellular specimens in spaceflight exhibit 

abnormal, time-evolving morphology and cytoarchitecture, e.g. cytoskeleton and 

focal adhesions [6-9], which may affect certain cell events including replication, 

differentiation, migration, and signaling [10-13].  

These events generally confer broader changes to tissues that can lead to 

reduced bone mineral density, muscle atrophy, and other ailments [14]. Specifically, 

it has been well-established that astronauts encounter roughly 1-2% loss in bone 

mineral density for every month in spaceflight [15-17]. Muscle strength is notably 

decreased, post-flight in astronauts and while large variability exists in measurements, 

muscle volume losses of certain muscle types have been recorded at roughly 40% 

[18-20]. Additionally, in the first 24 hrs of spaceflight, astronauts may encounter a 
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17% reduction in plasma volume, which leads to total decrease of 10% in total blood 

volume [21]. In one survey of 58 NASA astronauts, 68% reported low back pain, 

with some reporting moderate to severe pain [22,23]. 

Table 1 summarizes some of the major physiological conditions that 

astronauts encounter in spaceflight and postflight. From Table 1, it is clear that there 

is a time-dependent effect of microgravity exposure on the physiologic severity of 

symptoms. That is, astronauts who spend a longer time in space are more susceptible 

to encountering severe physiological alterations. Consequently, we would expect that 

longer exposures to microgravity would correlate to a longer time to recovery in 

postfight. In some cases, recovery may even take years. 

 

Table 1. Timeline of physiologic conditions afflicting astronauts from launch to 

postflight recovery. Reproduced from [21]. 
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Therefore, the success of long-term manned space exploration requires 

countermeasures that address the underlying cellular changes adopted in microgravity 

and are most effective if they consider the time-evolution of these changes. 

1.3. Mechanotransdution in microgravity 

Consider how mechanical stimulus on some tissue might produce a biological 

response that changes the tissue makeup.  If the balance of forces, chemicals, etc. is 

not in equilibrium, sustaining this stimulus over time yields tissue properties that 

could be very different from its original configuration [24]. This phenomenon 

describes a synergistic process known as functional adaption [25-27]. As an example 

of functional adaptation, take the case of a weightlifter building muscle mass to 

accommodate increased mechanical stress. While his muscles might not 

instantaneously enlarge, biological processes occur at smaller scales where 

adaptations may begin to take place.  

 Mechanotransduction then, is the complex biological pathway where 

mechanical signals are transferred from one level to another and ultimately "sensed" 

by a cell through some signaling cascade, conformational change on a membrane 

protein or other mechanism.  Even a force as seemingly benign as gravity elicits 

biological responses that result in functional adaptation.  But what is the pathway for 

gravity sensing?  Are local changes in nutrient supply - a result of fluid shifts and 

reduced cardiovascular activity, for example - more of a driving factor in determining 

cell response than gravity as a mechanical stimulus? The National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA) has invested heavily in its human spaceflight program, 
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which includes research to answer such questions [28,29] and the future success of 

manned missions depends on finding ways to mitigate risk factors in spaceflight.  

The way in which cells may perceive gravity is called ‗gravisensing‘. Many 

biological systems have formed in the presence of Earth gravity and function 

optimally under 1-g conditions. We believe that removal of Earth gravity acts on cells 

in predominantly two ways: as a mechanical stimulus (local alterations) and as a 

mechanism that changes a cell's chemical microenvironment (systemic, or hormonal 

alterations). This dissertation focuses on the former. 

Specifically, local cellular alterations may prohibit density-based loading of 

cell components that are characteristic of the 1-g environment and may also alter the 

convective flow environment around cells. There may be other important cellular 

effects associated with the microgravity environment, which are thoroughly reviewed 

by other authors [30,31]. An intriguing example of cellular gravisensing relates to 

some specific cells that have developed crystal structures called statoliths that slide 

over mechanosensitive cells like dead weights. Statoliths can be found, for example, 

in the inner ear and also in the roots of some types of plants. While these types of 

density forces in the microscopic world play a small role compared to other factors, 

such as surface forces, polymerization, and electrical forces as illustrated in Fig. 2, 

the effect of gravity may still be consequential. 

Of particular interest to the space biology community, is how cytoskeletal 

alterations, due to mechanical unloading, may affect cell response. We‘re interested 

in studying the cytoskeleton because it is involved in most of the major cell processes 

in the cell cycle, changes occur dynamically, it can be observed in the short term, and 
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it is relatively easy to observe with fluorescent tagging. Figure 3 shows how 

microgravity could disrupt certain stages in the cell cycle where the cytoskeleton 

plays an important role. The cytoskeleton is anchored to a number of cell structures, 

notably focal adhesions that are distributed throughout the cell membrane. These 

focal adhesions are responsible for sensing mechanical signals from the surrounding 

microenvironment and also help cells to migrate. 

Li, et. al., 2009 [7] studied how modeled microgravity affects the cytoskeleton 

and focal adhesions in MCF-7 cells. Even though the study did not provide same-cell 

images, some interesting observations were made. Migration was significantly 

decreased when compared with controls in normal gravity. Cytoskeletal organization 

and microtubule formation were disrupted. Additionally, the distribution of vinculin 

focal contacts was significantly decreased in modeled microgravity. 

 

 

Figure 2. Graphical depiction of how various forces (F) may affect particles at 

different length scales (a). Objects in the microscopic world are dominated by 

electrical forces; polymerization forces can overcome surface and gravity forces. 

These relationships are inverted in the macroscopic world. Reproduced from [31]. 
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Figure 3. Time points in the cell cycle sensitive to cytoskeletal alterations and require 

polymerization for growth. Reproduced from [32]. 

 

 

 

The authors hypothesized that changes to the cytoskeleton and focal contacts 

in modeled microgravity are linked to inhibited migration behavior of MCF-7 cells. 

Specifically, disruption of the microtubule organizing centers alters the normal 

―push‖ and ―pull‖ forces required for migration. Also, disruptions in the intracellular 

tension of actin filaments may compromise the complex cytoskeletal meshwork 

needed for maintaining normal cellular processes and inhibit polarization needed for 

migration events. 

Finally, the reported decrease in focal adhesions may hamper its normal 

formation and disassembly, and limit cell spreading. These findings were studied 

further by verifying the enzymatic activity associated with the regulation of focal 

adhesion kinase activity, which was down-regulated in modeled microgravity, but did 

not show a time-dependent behavior. However, time-point data of vinculin number 

and focal adhesion area did indicate time-dependence.  
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Figure 4. Integrin-actin-RTK signaling network is coordinated by RTK and the 

integrin-linked-kinase (ILK).  Reproduced from [33]. 

 

 

The most fundamental level of mechanotransduction concerns the molecular 

and genetic response to mechanical signals. Although this is not directly the focus of 

my dissertation, I think a general discussion of signaling pathways is useful for 

understanding how my experiments relate to mechanotransduction. Signaling 

pathways involve a coordinated interaction between various cell structures, enzymes, 

and targeted gene(s) that relate to a cell‘s response. As an example, consider the 

integrin-actin-RTK (receptor tyrosine kinase) network in Fig. 4. Integrin-actin-RTK 

signaling is implicated in cellular proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation, and 

may also be involved in other cell processes including migration and differentiation. 
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For example, in integrin-actin-RTK signaling, the dynamic behavior of 

collagen in the extracellular matrix (ECM) could cause time-dependent 

conformational changes to integrins, and affect binding to the integrin-linked-kinase 

(ILK). Similarly, actin interacts with ILK through Parvin molecules. In cooperation 

with RTK, ILK then coordinates the signaling cascade to ultimately regulate 

important cell processes. Let‘s then consider that microgravity could impose 

abnormal structural loads or fluid shear on tissues and transfer those signals to the 

ECM and actin filaments, which may ultimately alter normal cell processes. 

Now, let me discuss all this in the context of a complete cellular analysis. The 

way in which researchers identify active signaling pathways is to first, analyze the 

enzymatic content of cells. This is usually accomplished by lysing cells and then 

using, for example, some type of spectrocolorimetric technique, such as ELISA [34] 

or electrophoresis, such as Western blotting [35].  

An up-regulation in the phosphorylation of a certain enzyme, when compared 

with a control, might indicate that a certain pathway is more active. Active pathways 

can usually be confirmed by analyzing the expression of fragments of DNA, or genes, 

that are responsible for the phenomena of interest. The most widely used technique 

for this is called polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [36], and similarly, RT-PCR to 

replicate, or amplify these DNA fragments and make them easier to detect. Finally, a 

complete cellular analysis requires that we analyze a more global parameter, such as 

the protein composition of the ECM or something like the morphology of the cell, 

which may allow us to infer the state of a cell or how it is interacting with its local 

microenvironment. 
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1.4. Models of microgravity 

The term "microgravity" is often used loosely, as we have done so far. 

Technically, there is a difference between zero-g, weightlessness and microgravity.  

To understand their subtleties it is useful to review Newton's law of gravitation, 

which states that two objects with masses m1 and m2 separated by a distance r will 

experience an attractive force of F = Gm1m2/r
2
, where G is a universal constant equal 

to 6.674 x 10
-11

 N-(m/kg)
2
. At Earth's surface, the acceleration a of an object with 

mass m2 due to gravitational attraction can be calculated using Newton's second law 

of motion F=m2a.  Thus, the average acceleration due to Earth's gravity at the surface 

is a=Gm1/r
2
=9.8 m/s

2
, which is the reference value for 1-g. 

 In order to achieve true 0-g, an object must be infinitely far in space from any 

other object; since this is physically impossible, 0-g does not truly exist. Within a 

moving reference frame however, an object can experience weightlessness if the net 

sum of forces is zero, which simulates the 0-g condition.  Likewise, true microgravity 

is when the gravitational acceleration is 10
-4

- to 10
-6

-g.  Even for satellites in high 

Earth orbit, which exceeds the altitude of the International Space Station, true 

microgravity is not achieved. A distance of over five times the span from the Earth to 

its moon is required for true microgravity relative to Earth. To get a better 

understanding, consider that a small object would need to assume Saturn's average 

orbit for true microgravity relative to the Sun!  

Although there is semantic ambiguity in literature, microgravity is defined to 

be accelerations on an object, due to real and fictitious forces within a moving 
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reference frame, whose net sum is in the microscale. Simulated microgravity simply 

means that that the apparent effects of true microgravity are reproduced. 

Since experiments in spaceflight are expensive, ground-based analogues have 

been used to simulate its effects. Tissue-level simulations usually assume a hindlimb 

unloading (HLU) configuration, i.e. head-down, feet-up in animal models (see 

Fig. 5). During HLU, changes in load-bearing properties of cancellous bone, such as 

decreased bone mineral density, are comparable to observations in flight [37,38]. 

Musculoskeletal structures in the weight-bearing lower limbs, both in animal models 

and astronauts in spaceflight, typically see more drastic alterations than tissues in the 

upper body. Though useful, tissue-level studies are limited since spatiotemporal 

changes in cell- and molecular-levels are not easily observed, which we believe to be 

the underlying processes that drive physiological alterations. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Hindlimb unloading for rat animal model used to simulate whole-body 

effects of microgravity on Earth. Reproduced from [39]. 
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Figure 6. Commercially-available conventional clinostats from Synthecon Inc. 

Reproduced from [40]. 

 

 

The most common method of cellular-level microgravity simulation is 

clinorotation through a device called a clinostat (see Fig. 6). Early versions of the 

modern clinostat were built in the 1700s.  Fundamentally, the device works as a 

rotating stage that constantly reorients the gravity vector on an object to eliminate a 

preferential direction. Clinostats were first used to study geotropism, the spatially-

directed growth of plants due to gravity.  In the late 1800s, animal cells and organs 

were studied in fluid-filled cylindrical containers rotating on its long axis.  By 1980, 

the first reported mammalian cells were subjected to clinorotation [41,44]. 

Cell-based clinostat experiments generally compare well with microgravity 

experiments [41-43] and therefore, clinorotation has generally been accepted as a 

feasible ground-based analogue for spaceflight. Clinostat variants include the random 

positioning machine, which is a 3D version of the traditional clinostat and the RVW 
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bioreactor, which changes the particle physics to facilitate exposure to nutrients by 

rotating at a different speed. 

1.5. Conventional clinorotation devices 

Figure 7 shows a simulation of adherent cells seeded on a microcarrier bead in a 

clinostat. The beads observe unique physics, following a slightly elliptical path as 

viewed from the inertial frame and spiraling outward. In the rotating frame, these 

bead would appear to move in small circular paths, where a particle trace forms what 

looks like a daisy-chain link propagating toward the outer clinostat wall. Since the 

time-average of forces on bead in the clinostat is zero, the cells are said to be 

experiencing simulated microgravity [44,45]. 

 Clinorotation has been used as a method by some researchers to enhance the 

quality of tissue engineering investigations. Tissues grown in clinostats corroborate 

some spaceflight studies that show that larger aggregates form under microgravity 

conditions when compared with conventional 2D techniques [46,47]. However, it is 

important to note that microgravity studies remain far from being conclusive; results 

from different investigations are at times, contradictory. We believe that this is 

primarily due to the large variation in experimentation using conventional clinostats. 

 For example, some researchers have found that microgravity inhibits 

proliferation and osteogensis in stem cells [48-51]. Others have found that 

microgravity potentiates proliferation and sustains stem cells‘ ability to differentiate 

[52-54]. Aside from these contradictions, what makes space biology extremely 

challenging is how different cell types respond to microgravity in different ways. 
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The rotation speed for clinostat walls is set to counter rates of sedimentation, 

and should seek to minimize the radius of the circular path in the rotating frame.  Spin 

too slow and particles sediment due to gravity. Spin too fast and particles sediment 

due to centrifugal force. To summarize, the forces acting on particles in the rotating 

frame are gravity, centrifugal and coriolis and must be balanced with Stokes drag 

forces to minimize shear while maximizing delivery of nutrients.  

 

 

 

Figure 7. Conventional clinostat simulation. Matlab code in Appendix A, 4s time 

interval of a 200 μm Cytodex microcarrier bead with a density of 1.04 g/cm
3
. 

Clinostat is 15 cm in diameter, filled with water and rotated at 200 RPM. Top: 

Maximum shear stress on microcarrier bead is oscillatory and increases as the particle 

moves outward toward the container wall. Bottom Left: Particle trace in the inertial 

frame. Particle spirals outward due to centrifugal force. Coriolis and gravity effects 

are relatively small. Bottom Right: Particle trace in the rotating frame. The particle 

has displaced several centimeters outward and will collide with the container wall 

multiple times for long-term testing. 
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In other words, the equation Fgravity+Fcentrifugal+Fcoriolis=Fstokes yields the 

resulting equilibrium equations: 

 

           cos8sincos2coscos: 22 uurgaFx   

           sin8coscos2sinsin: 22 uurgaFy   

 

where a is the radius of the particle in suspension, Δρ is the differential density 

between the particle and the fluid medium, g is the gravitational constant, α is the 

angle from horizontal that the clinostat has rotated in the inertial frame, β is the angle 

from horizontal that points to the particle in the rotating frame, γ is the angle from 

horizontal that describes the velocity direction of the particle in the rotating frame 

(first unknown parameter), ω is the angular velocity of the clinostat rotation, μ is the 

dynamic viscosity of water and u is the terminal velocity magnitude of the particle in 

the rotating frame (second unknown parameter). Two unknown parameters with two 

nonlinear equations can be solved by numerical methods. 

1.6. Microfluidics technology 

The goal of this dissertation is to improve on state-of-the-art clinorotation devices, 

namely conventional, fluid-filled containers. Since particle physics in conventional 

clinostats is impossible to accurately control in experiments, cells can be subjected to 

mechanical forces and chemical gradients that might not be physiological. 

Additionally, adherent cells in these clinostats need to be seeded on microcarrier 

beads that have limited surface area for proliferation, which prohibits long-term 

(1) 

(2) 
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culture. Moreover, the constant movement of cells through culture media makes 

dynamic bioassays, which are important for a more holistic understanding of cellular 

response, generally unattainable. Finally, conventional clinostats can only offer a 

narrow range of possible science investigations. 

 Thus, there is much room for improving on ground-based methods of 

microgravity simulation. We are targeting methods that will allow us to precisely 

modulate microscale flow to create physiological cell culture environments, a feature 

that is not possible with conventional clinostat devices. Specifically, the surge of lab-

on-chip technologies and microfluidics in the past decade has enabled unique 

capabilities for studying cellular response. 

 Microfluidics technology has become attractive for establishing appropriate 

culture conditions to enable cell culture in microcavities [55,56], in vitro 

differentiation of shear sensitive cells [57-59], and the generation of stable 

spatiotemporal gradients to study chemotaxis [60-62], among other applications 

[63,64]. Like conventional clinostats however, existing microfluidics techniques do 

not always provide a way to predict the microenvironment around cell cultures and 

may therefore impose unphysiological shear and chemical conditions. If we can find a 

way to rationally design microfluidics devices in combination with clinorotation, then 

we can offer a very powerful tool for space biology research by subjecting cells to 

complex chemical and shear gradients in their microenvironments. 

1.7. Dissertation organization and significance 

This dissertation presents my work on improving conventional clinorotation 

methods and is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, I discuss the use of lab-on-chip 
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devices for low-shear cell culture and for predicting chemical environments in 

cavities. Chapter 3 describes how these lab-on-chip devices can be incorporated onto 

a, ―clinochip‖ platform for microgravity simulation and time-lapse microscopy. 

Preliminary experiments using the so-called, Clinorotation Time-lapse Microscopy 

(CTM) system is presented in Chapter 4. Finally, along with my conclusion for this 

dissertation, Chapter 5 also describes the path forward for CTM with a novel proposal 

to study osteogenesis in microgravity by looking at mesenchymal stems cells 

subjected to chemical gradients. 

 In terms of the significance of my work, I believe that CTM has the potential 

for more widespread use in space biology research and may find some commercial 

interest for tissue engineering applications. This, of course, would not be the first 

spaceflight innovation to expand beyond its original application. For example, the 

RWV bioreactor, used initially for transporting cells into space has been retooled by 

researchers for tissue engineering. Other NASA spinoffs include baby food, memory 

foam and scratch resistant lenses.  

Although this dissertation is motivated first, by the need to understand the 

mechanisms of cell behavior and mechanotransduction in spaceflight, the techniques 

presented here may also be useful as a way to understand disuse atrophy in bed rest 

patients since tissue loss in astronauts is often considered analogous [16,65,66]. 

Moreover, CTM may offer tissue engineering researchers with the ability to 

understand morphogenesis and tissue development in real-time.  

 I am excited to introduce the techniques in this dissertation to the space 

biology community at large. The CTM system accommodates many chip 
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configurations to address a wide range of simulated microgravity investigations. It 

does not require any specific rotation speed, unlike conventional clinostats that must 

be rotated at an optimized RPM to balance sedimentation and centrifugal effects. I 

hope that CTM can reduce experimental variance and help the space biology 

community resolve some of the controversial findings common of simulated 

microgravity investigations. 

Lastly, I demonstrate the use of a multi-passage, magnetically-clamped, 

miniature rotary joint for long-term cell culture. This technology is integral to the 

functionality of the CTM configuration presented. Aside from what is demonstrated 

in this dissertation, the same rotary joint could also enable a wide range of 

clinorotation experiments requiring the generation of complex, dynamic fluid 

microenvironments. Furthermore, the rotary joint could translate to potential 

applications in field-portable medical equipment and be integrated into microscale 

systems for in situ biochemical assays and separations. 
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2. Cell culture in microcavities * 
 

For the informed design of microfluidic devices, it is important to understand 

transport phenomena at the microscale. This chapter outlines an analytically-driven 

approach to the design of rectangular microcavities extending perpendicular to a 

perfusion microchannel for applications that may include microfluidic cell culture 

devices. We present equations to estimate the transition from advection- to diffusion-

dominant transport inside cavities as a function of the geometry and flow conditions.  

We also estimate the time required for molecules, such as nutrients or drugs, to travel 

from the microchannel to a given length into the cavity. These analytical predictions 

can facilitate the rational design of microfluidic devices to optimize and maintain 

long-term, low Peclet number environments with minimal fluid shear stress. 

2.1. Background 

Replenishing nutrients in traditional cell culture systems can potentially induce 

significant fluid shear not seen in vivo, disrupt intercellular signaling and cell-matrix 

interactions, and alter proliferation and migration behavior [67,68]. While 

microfluidics inherently has low Reynolds numbers, Re=ρvL/µ, guesswork or 

extensive simulations of different geometries and flow conditions are often needed to 

produce the desired microenvironment. To reduce design ambiguity, we derive 

equations to describe the mass and momentum transport in a microcavity extending  

 

* portions of this chapter were published in: 

Yew, A. G., Pinero, D., Hsieh, A. H., Atencia, J. (2013) Low Peclet number mass and 

momentum transport in microcavities. Applied Physics Letters, 102(8), 084108. 
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perpendicular to a perfusion channel, which is the simplest microfluidic geometry 

considered for creating a diffusion-dominant region in the vicinity of cell cultures 

with continuous replenishment of nutrients and removal of cellular waste. 

 Of the various techniques used to establish low shear diffusion-dominant cell 

culture, microcavities are attractive since they can mimic in vivo environments, do not 

necessarily require complex barriers or membranes, consume relatively small 

quantities of culture media, and can help to precisely control fluid behavior [69,70].  

2.2. Problem formulation 

To estimate how cavity geometries could affect nearby cell cultures, we consider the 

case of flow past a rectangular cavity.  Intuitively, a cavity extending perpendicular to 

the freestream flow will see diminishing advection velocities to a point where they 

become negligible relative to diffusion rates.   

We derive an equation for the minimum length into a cavity where this occurs. 

While a very long cavity would mostly be diffusion-dominant, it may not be feasible 

since the time required to transport nutrients and waste can be prohibitive. Thus, we 

derive a simple model to predict the time required for molecules in the freestream to 

reach the bottom of the cavity. 

Figure 8 shows a schematic of the problem formulation, where cells seeded at 

the bottom of a rectangular microcavity are exposed to a velocity field that decays 

along the cavity length, y.  At a critical cavity length, y* advection velocities become 

negligible compared to diffusive mass transport. To formulate the problem 

analytically, we evaluate the local Peclet number, Pe, at the center of the cavity 

(maximum velocity for a given cross section).   
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Figure 8. Problem formulation: cells attached to the bottom of a rectangular 

microcavity that is perpendicular to the freestream flow in a microchannel.  (a) 

Intuitively, velocity decays as fluid flow enters the microcavity. At Pe = 1 advection 

velocities match rates of diffusion. The physiological range of flow conditions for 

many cell types occur at Pe < 0.1, where mass transport is diffusion-dominant.  (b) 

With the proper geometrical design of microcavities, velocities near the vicinity of 

cultures should be sufficiently small, as calculated by Pe to ensure that soluble signals 

are able to travel some characteristic distance, a and are not removed. 

 

 

 

The Peclet number,  

 

 1 DauPe , (3) 

   

relates the time it takes a particle moving with a velocity, u in the bulk flow to travel 

a characteristic length, a with the time it takes for that particle to diffuse the same 

length, where D is the diffusion constant. The transition between advection-dominant 

and diffusion-dominant mass transport occurs at approximately Pe = 1 and is 

decisively diffusive at Pe ≤ 0.1. 

As an example of how to use Pe, consider the diffusion of a small molecule, 

Stokes-Einstein radius  0.4 nm (D  7x10
-10

m
2
/s) traveling a = 50 m, roughly two 
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cell diameters. For a diffusion-dominant microenvironment, which is defined as 

Pe = 0.1, Eq. (3) yields a critical velocity of u*  1 m/s. In order to satisfy this 

condition for u* in microcavities, we need an explicit analytical equation relating the 

overall velocity field, u, to the length into a cavity. This will ultimately allow us to 

estimate the critical cavity length, y* necessary for u   u*. 

2.3. Momentum transport 

Initially, to determine an equation for the velocity decay inside cavities, we conducted 

a parametric study of cavity geometries and flow conditions. We tried a dozens of 

regression models to derive relevant correlations. Eventually, we noticed an important 

trend, shown in Fig. 9 where y* depends, more than any other parameter, on the 

cavity width and the flow conditions in the perfusion channel. In the regression 

model, we assume that the velocity decay takes an exponential form, u=uD exp(my). 

 

 

Figure 9. Regression model from parametric study used to predict critical length in 

microcavities yields, m =exp(1.44)/W = –4.22/W, where m is the exponential constant 

for the exponential velocity decay. Substituting Eq (3) for u and m into u=uD exp(my) 

yields y* = –W/4.22*ln(Pe*D/uD/a), which we later show to correlate well with the 

analytical solution. 

m=exp(1.44)/W = - 4.22/W 
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Figure 10. Graphical depiction of velocity fields in cavity flow. Matlab code in 

Appendix B. (a) velocity magnitudes from first-order Weiss-Florsheim solution; (b) 

velocity magnitudes COMSOL simulation with moving-lid boundary condition; (c) 

centerline velocities between Weiss-Florsheim and COMSOL solutions are rough in 

agreement. 

 

 

As expected, y* is a function of cavity geometries and flow conditions. For 

the analytical approximation, we simplified Weiss and Florsheim's solution [71] to 

the biharmonic equation that assumes low Reynolds number in the streamfunction-

vorticity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. The full solution yields the 

velocity field shown in Fig. 10a, while a COMSOL simulation with a moving-lid 

boundary condition yields the one in Fig. 10b.  

The analytical model is two dimensional in x and y and assumes infinite 

thickness (z = ). In our simplified solution, we: (i) consider only centerline 

velocities, which are approximately horizontal and maximum for a given depth; (ii) 

eliminate oscillatory terms to isolate the decay profile; and (iii) change the coordinate 

system origin to the top of the cavity as depicted in Fig. 8a.  In detail, we begin with 

the stream-function representation, 

(a) (b) (b) (c) 
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The horizontal velocity can be calculated from the stream-function as: 
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Then, we eliminate oscillatory terms and consider only midline velocities to obtain, 
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Rewriting the hyperbolic signs in terms of exponentials yields, 
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The unit number is small relative to exponential terms and can approximated as, 
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Rearranging the equation yields, 
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In the above equations,  
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By applying a change of coordinates and substituting known terms, we then find that 

the field of horizontal velocity at the centerline is given by, 

 

  Wyuu D /24.4exp  , (4) 

 

where uD is the maximum velocity at the top of the cavity, W is the width of the 

cavity and y is the length into the cavity.  Conveniently, the velocity decay constant 

depends cavity length and width. Setting Pe* = u*a/D, substituting u* for u into Eq. 

(4) and rearranging yields the critical cavity length, 
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We used finite element analysis to verify that with increasing cavity thickness, 

3D centerline velocities converged to the 2D solution in Eq. (4).  However, for very 

thin cavities with low thickness-width aspect ratios, the velocity decay deviates from 

the analytical solution. Thus, Eq. (4) does not always represent a worst case in 

velocity decay as compared to the 3D simulations. Nonetheless, Eq. (5) still serves as 

a relatively useful approximation for practical cell culture applications that use a 

configuration similar to Fig. 8 with moderate to high thickness-width aspect ratios, 

and especially with ratios >1. 

To experimentally validate Eq. (4), we measured fluid velocities in a 

microcavity device, which was fabricated by sandwiching layers of double-sided 

medical grade tape, AR8890 (Adhesives Research, Glen Rock) - with a perfusion 

channel and a microcavity cutout - between two standard glass microscope sides, per 

previously developed protocols [72]. The cavity dimensions were W = 1 mm, 

L = 15 mm, thickness d = 200 m and main channel height h = 500 m.  

Latex particle standards, 10 m-diameter (Beckman Coulter, Pasadena) were 

diluted in water and pumped into the perfusion channel at a flow rate of 

Q = 500 L/hr.  Because the particles auto-fluoresce, they appeared as streaks in 

pictures taken under a fluorescence microscope, Zeiss Axiovert 200 (Zeiss, 

Oberkochen) with 100 ms exposure at 470 nm excitation (Fig. 11a). The maximum 

velocity at the top of the cavity, uD = 1.2 mm/s
24

 (Re=0.24) was measured by dividing 

the length of the particle streak by the exposure time; additional measurements are 

plotted in Fig. 11b. 
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Qualitative observations of the flow field (Fig. 11a) were similar to those 

published extensively in literature [73-76], but were slightly different from the more 

plug-like flow we observed in finite element simulations. Nonetheless, the 

experimental centerline velocity distribution in the cavity agrees well with the 

theoretical decay from Eq. 4 as shown in Fig. 11b.  From the previous example, the 

resulting value for y* = 1.5 mm, given D = 7x10
-10

m
2
/s, a = 50 m, and Pe*=0.1 is 

calculated via Eq. (5), which indicates the critical length for diffusion-dominant flow. 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Experiments were used to validate the analytical model derived for 

predicting the velocity decay in microcavities. Tracer particles were sufficiently small 

(at least 10 times smaller than the smallest cavity dimension) and followed 

streamlines in the flow. (a) Images (5x objective, N.A. 0.13) of beads flowing at 

500 μL/hr from a perfusion microchannel into a 1 mm wide cavity. The figure is a 

composite of nine independent pictures at 100 ms exposure. (b) Velocities in 

experiments were obtained by measuring streak lengths, where n = 90. Data points 

correlate well with the analytically-derived curve. 
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2.4. Mass transport 

In order to assess the dynamics of mass transport from the perfusion channel to the 

cellular microenvironment in the cavity, we propose a simplified model of the 

transport process. In the model, we assume that molecules travel first, along a 

streamline to the centerline at maximum concentration primarily by advection ta and 

second, from that position to the bottom of the cavity mainly by diffusion, td, 

(Fig. 12).  The advection time is estimated by considering a molecule traveling from 

the entrance of the cavity to the centerline at length y as ta   (y
2
+0.25W

2
)
1/2

/u(y), 

where substituting u(y) with Eq. (4) yields, 

 

     2/1221 25.0/24.4exp WyWyut Da   . (6) 

 

The estimated time required for molecules to travel from y to y* by diffusion and 

accumulate to 89% of steady state concentration is, 

 

   12
*  Dyytd . (7) 

   

To solve for the concentration at y*, we estimated td in Eq. (5) using the solution 

provided by Crank et al (see Eq. 2.67, pp. 21-24 from [77]) for the case of a semi-

infinite membrane that is suddenly subjected to C=C0 on both sides. Because of 

symmetry, the solution in the center of the membrane is the same as in the bottom of 

the cavity (see Fig. 12).   
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Figure 12. Model for diffusion used to determine diffusion time constants for cavity 

system. Solution was initially developed for the case of a semi-infinite membrane but 

is the same as the solution for the bottom of a cavity because of symmetry. 

 

 

 

The solution is an infinite series that converges rapidly for large values of t, 

and therefore it can be simplified as: 
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And therefore, for Dt=(y*–y)
2
, the concentration at y* would be 0.89 of the steady 

state concentration, C=0.89C0. 

Since there are as many possible trajectories for nutrient delivery as 

streamlines into the cavity, the minimum time, tc  required to reach 89% of steady 

state concentration at y* is given by the minimum time required to travel through any 

of the possible paths by advection and diffusion, 
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   *0,min yyttt dac  . (9) 

 

Eq. (9) does not have an explicit solution but can be solved using numerical methods, 

as depicted graphically in Fig. 13b for the transport of fluorescein inside a 

microcavity of length of y* = 1.5 mm.  

We experimentally verified our model for mass transport by first, fabricating a 

microcavity with dimensions shown in Fig. 13a, with thickness of d = 200 m and 

then quantifying the evolution of the concentration profile of fluorescein we perfused 

into the cavity at a flow rate of Q = 500 L/hr.  Time-lapsed images with 10 s 

intervals and 860 ms exposure at 470 nm excitation were acquired with the Zeiss 

microscope and quantification was determined by measuring the average pixel 

intensity of a 0.5 mm wide by 0.05 mm tall region at the bottom of the cavity.  The 

experimental steady state value of tc = 4.0 min shown in Fig. 13c agrees relatively 

well with the prediction of 5.0 min.  Equation (9) can also be used to estimate the 

time for the delivery of a drug or for removing waste products secreted by cells. 

2.5. Discussion 

Additional values for y* and the corresponding tc are tabulated in Table 2 for typical 

flow conditions and geometries used in microfluidics. To determine if conditions at 

these values of y* are physiological for diffusion-dominated, interstitial flow, we 

estimated the shear stresses from Eq. (4) using the relation, τ = μ(∂u/∂y).  Resulting 

stresses are physiologically-relevant to stresses expected in interstitial flow [78-79].  
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Figure 13. Experiments of nutrient delivery in microcavities using fluorescein as a 

representative small molecule to validate Eq. (9).  (a) Illustration of the model used to 

estimate the time required for small molecules to reach cells at y* from the perfusion 

channel. The model assumes that first, molecules travel only by advection to the 

centerline of the cavity, and then only by diffusion to the bottom; the total time for 

the mass transport through any streamline trajectory can be calculated by adding both 

contributions. (b) The minimum time required for nutrients to migrate from the 

freestream to y* through any possible path is predicted to be tc = 5.0 min based on 

Eq. (9). At this minimum, nutrients would travel roughly 1.2 mm by advection and 

0.3 mm by diffusion to reach y* and would roughly reach steady state concentration.  

(c) For validation, fluorescence intensity at y* was measured at 10s intervals with 

860 ms exposure and 450 nm excitation. In rough agreement with our prediction of 

5.0 min, the experimental intensity reached 89% of the steady state value at 4.0 min. 

 

 

 

 In summary, we derived an equation to predict the transition from advection- 

to diffusion-dominant regions in a microcavity, which can be used to design devices 

mimicking in vivo diffusion-dominant microenvironments for cell culture. We also 

derived the time needed to obtain 89% of steady-state concentration of nutrients in 
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the system. Shear stress approximations show that transport conditions in 

microcavities in the vicinity of cell cultures are similar to physiological behavior of 

the interstitial flows. Aside from their ability to predict shear stresses, our equations 

can be used to target specific values of Pe. For example, Aroesty and Gross (1970) 

have predicted Peclet numbers in blood plasma microcirculation in vivo [80].  

Both of the momentum and mass transport equations can be used for the 

rational design of microcavities for cell culture under diffusion-dominant conditions. 

Microcavities and similar structures are simple to fabricate, with potential 

applications beyond cell culture, including protein crystallization and conditions that 

require stagnant flow with continuous replenishment of soluble chemicals. 

 One of the limitations in this work is the ability to accurately predict the 

velocity field in the perfusion channel in the vicinity of the cavity. The work that 

we‘ve demonstrated assumes that we know uD a priori. Since the velocity at the top 

of the cavity is not easily determined, a conservative value for uD, equaling the 

maximum freestream velocity can be calculated by assuming the Hagen-Poiseuille 

profile and using standard microfluidics equations for channel resistance [81]. Doing 

so provides a reasonable estimate for the velocity decay in plug flows and a 

conservative estimate in fully-developed flows. Another limitation is that large 

recirculation regions in cavity flow may deviate slightly from our predictions of both 

advective and diffusive mass transport. 

In this dissertation, the use of our analytical equations provides a way to 

design lab-on-chip devices for producing low-shear, diffusion-dominant cell cultures 

while also providing a way to predict mass transport from a perfusion channel to cell 
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cultures at the bottom of a microcavity. These analytical tools are an exciting 

improvement over conventional culture techniques that cannot guarantee precise 

regulation of microscale flow. In the same way, cells cultured in clinostats, either for 

microgravity simulation or for tissue engineering research cannot offer control of 

fluid shear or nutrient delivery in the same way as our analytical approach. To enable 

the use of lab-on-chip technologies for clinostat experiments, a method of 

microgravity simulation is required. This is the focus of Chapter 3. 

 

 

Table 2. Estimation of the cavity length required to generate a diffusion dominant 

microenvironment for a given velocity at the top of the cavity, uD and a cavity width, 

W using Eq. (4,5).  The value of tc estimates the time for the concentration of 

molecules at the bottom of the cavity to reach 89% of steady state.  All the values 

where calculated for fluorescein, where Pe* = 0.1, D = 7x10
-10

 m
2
/s, and a = 50μm.  

Corresponding shear stresses,  are physiological for interstitial flow. 
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3. CTM technology ** 

Cells in microgravity are subject to mechanical unloading and changes to the 

surrounding chemical environment. How these factors jointly influence cellular 

function is not well understood.  Our focus is to elucidate their role using ground-

based analogues to spaceflight, where mechanical unloading is simulated through the 

time-averaged nullification of gravity.  

The prevailing method for cellular microgravity simulation is to use fluid-

filled containers called clinostats. However, conventional clinostats are not designed 

for temporally tracking cell response, nor are they able to establish complex fluid 

environments. To address these needs, we developed a clinorotation time-lapse 

microscopy (CTM) system that accommodates lab-on-chip cell culture devices for 

visualizing time-dependent alterations to cellular behavior. 

3.1. Background 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), European Space 

Agency (ESA), and other organizations manage a robust portfolio of research 

initiatives for space biology, using the International Space Station (ISS) as their 

flagship facility. However, the ISS is not easily accessible and does not often 

accommodate continuous monitoring of onboard experiments, thereby limiting the 

ability to observe time-evolving processes. While ground-based methods of simulated  

 

** portions of this chapter are being considered for publication: 

Yew, A. G., Chinn, B., Atencia, J., Hsieh, A. H. (in preparation) Lab-on-chip 

clinorotation system for live-cell microscopy under simulated microgravity. Acta 

Astronautica. 
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microgravity with conventional clinostats are notably less expensive, they also 

preclude the possibility of real-time cell monitoring. Thus, state-of-the-art methods do 

not easily allow time-dependent investigations to identify the mechanisms of cellular 

alterations and consequently, may lead to an incomplete understanding of how 

microgravity affects human health.  

A brute-force remedy for this latent need is to incorporate a full-scale 

microscope onto a mega-scale clinorotation platform for ground simulations. 

Clinorotation was initially developed for studying how plants respond to gravity and 

is currently the prevailing method for cellular microgravity simulation. It is based on 

the assumption that a time-averaged nullification of gravity can be achieved by 

reorienting the gravity vector on biological samples, and that the reorientation is fast 

enough to ensure that specimens cannot perceive a gravitational bias in any direction. 

The ESA‘s clinostat microscope [82] is an example of one mega-scale configuration. 

Another example was published in 2010 by Pache et. al. [83] and was optimized in 

2012 by Toy et. al. [84] to demonstrate how digital holographic microscopy (DHM) 

with mega-scale clinorotation can monitor cytoskeletal changes in simulated 

microgravity. Interestingly, these studies showed the first published, same-cell images 

exhibiting time-dependent lamellipodium retraction, filopodia extension, and 

perinuclear actin accumulation under clinorotation compared to static controls. 

3.2. Clinochip platform for CTM 

Even though the clinostat microscope and CR-DHM can be used for time-lapse 

microscopy, many labs do not have the resources or facility space to incorporate a 

mega-scale system. Furthermore, mega-scale systems could induce significant 
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mechanical vibrations that may disturb cell cultures. Therefore, we present a 

clinochip system for clinorotation time-lapse microscopy (CTM) that may also enable 

long-term, low shear cell culture. While the underlying principles of the clinochip are 

identical to conventional clinostats, CTM enables live-cell imaging, without 

prohibitively large equipment or disruption of culture environments. Importantly, 

clinochips under CTM represent a significant step forward in space biology research 

because it is an affordable, size-manageable system that enables microgravity studies 

of not only traditional endpoint outcomes, but also dynamic cellular processes. 

Moreover, CTM is compatible with any lab-on-chip device assembled on a 

standard microscope slide, for example: microcavites for cell culture; chemical 

gradient generators; cell sorters; and capillary-based separation columns. It can 

accommodate cells in monolayer, suspension, and 3D constructs.  

We provide a preliminary demonstration of how CTM makes long-term 

culture feasible by integrating lab-on-chips with a miniature rotary union for 

programmable media exchange, continuous media circulation, and chemical 

infusions. Taken together, the enormous scope of possible microgravity investigations 

distinguishes clinochips from conventional clinostats. We believe that their 

affordability, easy implementation, and amenability for live-cell imaging will fully-

enable researchers seeking to understand the time-evolution of cellular alterations 

under microgravity simulation. 

We fabricated a clinochip system that enables simultaneous imaging of cells 

subjected to two-dimensional microgravity simulation and of cells in static control. 

The CTM configuration depicted in Fig. 14a uses a stepper motor with a resolution of 
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200 macrosteps per revolution and a two-gear train assembly to transfer rotational 

motion to a platform that holds a lab-on-chip device. This rotating platform pivots on 

a custom-built miniature PTFE rotary joint that allows one rotational degree of 

freedom about the spin axis. Additionally, the rotary joint is equipped to manage fluid 

exchange between external fluid reservoirs and devices on the rotating platform. 

Based on the design of CTM shown in Fig. 14, cells on the clinochip are 

1 mm from the top of the platform. The center of the top of the platform is 1 mm 

from the axis of rotation. Therefore, according to the equation ac=ω
2
r, where ac is 

the centripetal acceleration, ω is the angular velocity in rad/s, and r is the distance 

away from the axis of rotation, the minimum centripetal acceleration that cells are 

exposed to at 60 RPM is 0.08 m/s
2
, which is 8x10

-3
 g‘s. This ―artificial gravity‖ can 

be eliminated by asymmetrically redesigning the platform such that the expected 

location of cells would align with the axis of rotation. 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Microscope stage-amenable, clinorotation timelapse microscopy (CTM) 

system enables live-cell imaging of cells. Matlab code in Appendix C. (a) CTM 

components include a clinochip for simulated microgravity and static chip for a 1-g 

static control. (b) exploded computer model of rotary union designed to allow media 

perfusion into clinochips for long-term cell culture. 
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Figure 15. Residual gravity on a particle in conventional clinostats for various 

clinorotation speeds and distances away from axis of rotation. Shaded area represents 

the most appropriate regime for microgravity simulation. Reproduced from [85]. 

 

 

 

For cells that are not at the midline of the clinochip platform – for example, 

cells at the edges of a large culture cavity – the residual gravity would be greater. 

Moreover, this residual gravity is proportional to the square of the rotation speed. 

Therefore, we advise researchers to design clinochips that take these factors into 

consideration and if possible, keep cells at the clinochip midline and to use as slow a 

speed as possible. However, when CTM is compared with conventional clinostats, 

the residual gravity with CTM is much lower (see Fig. 15). 

3.3. Magnetically-clamped rotary joint 

In brief (refer to Fig. 14b), the rotary joint was fabricated with 19-guage blunt syringe 

needle tips that were press fitted from the rear of CNC-milled PTFE connectors into 

1 mm access holes until flush with the microchannel groves on the front. Axially self-

aligning neodymium ring magnets (RC86, K&J Magnetics) were pressed into slots at 
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the rear of the connectors and provide substantial clamping force when mating two 

identical connectors. Commonly used as a material for gaskets, PTFE has some 

unique properties that also make it suitable for the rotary joint: 1) high 

compressibility forms a tighter seal at the mating interface; 2) hydrophobicity helps to 

prevent fluid wetting and leakage at the interface; 3) low coefficient of friction allows 

for easy rotation about the spin axis. 

 The selection of motor to drive the clinochip platform depends on the friction 

forces encountered in the system. The expected friction forces occur primarily at the 

mating interface of the rotary joint that helps to form a seal. Based on the geometry of 

the interface shown in Fig. 16, the total area AT =130 mm
2
. With a clamping force of 

approximately FC = 70 N and a worst-case coefficient of friction of µf =0.1,  

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Rotary joint, dimensions of mating interface. We use these values to 

calculate the required torque for sizing the motor. 
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And the required torque can be calculated as, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, we calculated a minimum required torque of 38 N-mm, which is the 

minimum output that a motor needs in order to rotate the clinochip platform. 

To analyze the quality of the seal formed at the mating interface of the rotary 

joint and to attempt to predict the leak rate, we first used a profilometer (Tencor 

TP-20, AlphaStep 200) to obtain a scan of the surface topology, as shown in Fig. 17. 

The profilometer is a contact-based system that drags a stylus across the sample being 

scanned. From the profilometer data, we obtained a histogram of surface heights 

(Fig. 18), which showed a non-Gaussian distribution. Surface heights were skewed 

toward higher values, which we attributed to machining processes and Teflon wear 

from having operated the rotary joint repeatedly. 
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Figure 17. Profilometer surface scan of mating interface on rotary joint. A total of 

five line scans were performed with a resolution of 2 microns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Histogram of asperity heights from one profilometer linescan. Non-

Gaussian distribution is skewed toward larger values that may indicate that machining 

processes, plastic deformation, and Teflon wear produces a flatter interface. 
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We also briefly looked at various theories for predicting the leak rate at the 

interface of the rotary joint [86-88]. Determining the nominal separation gap between 

two contacting surfaces is an active area of research in contact mechanics. The 

Hertzian model is a classical formulation for contact deformations between various 

shapes. Greenwood [89] and others have expanded Hertzian contact to consider non-

spherical shapes and multiple asperities [90-92].   

More recently, Persson et al. and others have considered a fractal approach 

that is applicable for self-affine surfaces [93-95]. While these models are informative, 

we agree with many in the field that gasket theory remains a ―black art‖ in the sense 

that it is not uncommon to use empirical ―fudge factors‖.  In fact, manufacturers often 

publish standards that are based on empirical formulations rather than pure theory. 

 We think that existing theories for predicting leak rates are inadequate 

because they do not account for surface effects, e.g. hydrophobicity. Teflon gaskets, 

for example, would be highly hydrophobic and capillary forces between mating 

surfaces may be sufficient to keep liquids from leaking. However, gasket theory has 

traditionally been formulated for gases, rather than liquids; therefore, capillary effects 

are understandably, not as relevant in these established theories.  

Therefore, we think that the development of more accurate models for leak 

rates would be an interesting research avenue that could yield cross-cutting 

applications. However, it is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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Figure 19. LabVIEW GUI for open loop control system with input parameters for the 

stepper motor, microscope, XY motorized stage, and camera. Matlab code in 

Appendix D. 

 

3.4. Open loop control system 

Open-loop control for CTM is established with LabVIEW (v.10.0, National 

Instruments) for the stepper motor (HT11-013D, Applied Motion Products), inverted 

fluorescence microscope (IX81, Olympus Corporation), XY motorized stage (MS-

2000, Applied Scientific Instrumentation), and B/W CCD digital camera (ORCA-ER, 

Hamamatsu Photonics).  To establish appropriate communication with the various 

devices, we used RS-232 protocols for the stepper motor, microscope, and XY 

motorized stage. We used IEEE 1394 protocols to communicate with the microscope. 

The graphical user interface (GUI) developed in LabVIEW is shown in Fig. 19. 
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3.5. Clinochip filter 

After conducting several live-cell experiments with continuous media circulation, we 

noticed that debris would accumulate in some clinochip configurations. While we 

initially attributed the debris to cell waste, it soon became apparent that the debris 

came from an external source. Furthermore, the debris was only present in the 

clinorotated samples and not in the static control. Therefore, we concluded that debris 

was being generated by the rotary joint, either by PTFE wear, by dried media at the 

interface that was caking and reentering into the flow stream, or both. 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Filter system designed to be integrated onto the clinochip platform. 

Gaskets are constructed out of PDMS. Filter paper is used to strain debris. We tested 

our filter with a 10 micron pore size cell filter paper and found that it was effective in 

removing some of the debris. However, we require additional optimization. 

PDMS 

Filter 

paper 
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External debris is a nuisance for imaging, as it detracts from being able to 

accurately identify cell boundaries. However, what‘s more disconcerting about debris 

is that they may introduce experimental artifacts in clinorotated samples that cannot 

be accounted for in static controls. Therefore, we have designed a filter system that 

can be integrated into the CTM system, see Fig. 20. The actual filter element is 

fabricated out of cellular-grade filter paper, and gaskets are made out of PDMS 

sheets. We tested the filter with cells cultured under clinorotation and found that it 

was successful in removing some amount of debris, but requires additional 

optimization to improve its efficacy. 

3.6. Discussion 

Clinorotation time-lapse microscopy enables a wide range of scientific investigations 

without the complicated optimization procedures needed to balance centrifugal and 

gravitational forces in conventional clinostats. Moreover, the possibility of 

performing real-time assays with CTM addresses a latent need in microgravity 

research. With CTM, we have the unique ability to investigate live-cell response in 

simulated microgravity with established methods that are typically used in traditional 

1-g techniques, such as microscopy. 

 While CTM is a powerful tool for space biologists, the design that we‘ve 

presented can only be used to simulate microgravity in 2D, i.e. one axis of rotation. 

Although this is not considered a major hurdle in microgravity research, as other 

investigators still use 2D clinostats, 3D microgravity simulation (two-axes of 

rotation) through random positioning machines is considered a superior model for 

microgravity. In order to achieve 3D clinorotation on a microscope stage-amenable 
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platform, clinochip devices would need to be significantly reduced in size. Also, a 

completely new type of rotary joint would need to be designed to accommodate the 

additional axis of rotation. 
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4. Live cell assays using CTM ** 
 

Multipotent mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are intimately involved in 

human health. They are responsible for tissue growth during development, help 

maintain homeostasis in mature tissues, and may be used for therapeutic treatments of 

bone, skeletal muscles, and other mesodermal tissues [96-98]. Soluble factors and 

mechanical stimulation jointly modulate lineage commitment; however, perturbations 

in spaceflight can change a cell‘s environmental cues [99,100] and hence, influence 

physiologic processes, such as inhibiting osteogenesis [101-103]. We hypothesize 

that such changes arise from altered cell-cell interactions and chemotactic behaviors 

brought about by morphologies and cytoarchitectures adopted during microgravity. 

4.1. Introduction 

MSCs are cellular precursors for mesenchymal components that normally 

migrate to injury zones and differentiate [104-107], ultimately producing tissues such 

as bone or fat, depending on chemical and cytoarchitectural cues. This was shown in 

previous studies that used patterned substrates to produce rounded MSC 

morphologies, which limited their osteogenic potential in the presence of growth 

factors [108]. These alterations may affect motility and change the spatial interaction 

between cells, which is important for example, because osteogenesis is favored at low 

MSC densities, while high densities prohibit spreading and lead to adipogenesis. 

 

** portions of this chapter are being considered for publication: 

Yew, A. G., Chinn, B., Atencia, J., Hsieh, A. H. (in preparation) Lab-on-chip 

clinorotation system for live-cell microscopy under simulated microgravity. Acta 

Astronautica. 
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Figure 21. Three-dimensional simulation of the formation of callus (red) between the 

original bony fragments (blue). Original cells at fracture site consist entirely of 

hMSCs. 
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Investigations under NASA NNJ04HB27G showed that simulated 

microgravity disrupts MSC function by enhancing adipogenesis and reducing 

osteoblastogenesis [50,51]. We hypothesize that microgravity-induced morphological 

alterations could be the primary cause of these disruptions and are also responsible 

for the markedly lower rates of differentiation observed in stem cells flown during 

NASA NNH08ZTT003N [109]. At the tissue-level, excessive adiposity may disrupt 

normal bone metabolism, a hypothesis currently being investigated by researchers 

under NASA NNX12AL24G.  

We performed preliminary work [24] on simulating how MSCs may 

contribute to bone fracture healing during cyclic loading (see Fig. 21). The motivation 

behind these simulations was to show the importance of time- and load-dependent 

processes. In brief, a three-dimensional, anisotropic random walk model with an 

adaptive finite element domain was developed for studying the entire course of 

fracture healing. Our simulation improves on existing models that do not consider the 

changing callus morphology and probabilistic behavior of biological systems. 

Although we did not specifically simulate the microgravity condition, we 

found that cell population was directly proportional to the load magnitude.  Fibrous 

tissue formation constitutes much of the increase in overall cell population. Cartilage 

tissue formation showed a time response that also depended on load magnitude. The 

growth and remodeling of the bone matrix through osteoblasts displayed behavior 

typical of step responses for second-order control systems with various degrees of 

damping.  Increasing the load magnitude for the fracture healing protocols appeared 

to be analogous to increasing the damping ratios in a control system. 
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4.2. Methods 

4.2.1. Optimizing cell culture protocols 

 

One challenge that we faced was determining the optimum treatment for glass 

surfaces to facilitate cell adhesion and spreading. We initially considered several 

configurations: bare glass, poly-l-lysine, fibronectin, and a double coat of poly-l-

lysine + fibronectin (see Fig. 22). We found that bare glass (Fig. 22a) and poly-l-

lysine (Fig. 22b) treatment were not effective at promoting cell adhesion, as cells at 

24 hr incubation were easily flushed away after gentle agitation. Surfaces containing 

fibronectin treatment (Fig. 22c,d) showed healthy spreading after 24 hr incubation. 

Because the double-coating did not appear to add any benefit to cell spreading, we 

decided to further optimize a single coating of fibronectin. 

 

 

Figure 22. We considered various surface coatings to optimize cell spreading, 

demonstrated here with DIC images of P5 hMSCs after 24 hr incubation. All glass 

surfaces were initially cleaned with acetone, rinsed with DI water, cleaned with 

ethanol, rinsed with DI water, and then air-dried. a) bare glass. b) treated with poly-l-

lysine at 0.01% (w/v) in PBS for 5 min prior to cell seeding. c)  treated with 

20 ug/mL fibronectin in PBS for 1 hr prior to cell seeding. d) treated with poly-l-

lysine followed by fibronectin. 
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 To minimize the possibility of cells ―sinking‖ into a fibronectin substrate, 

which may affect the investigative quality of our experiments, we examined cells 

cultured under various concentrations of fibronectin treatments. Typical protocols call 

for concentrations of 0.1 to 100 ug/mL incubated for 1 hr, but we tested for 

concentrations at 5, 10, 15, and 20 ug/mL. We found that cell spreading was 

marginally reduced at 5- and 10 ug/mL concentrations while 15- and 20 ug/mL 

concentrations were approximately the same. 

 

4.2.2. hMSCs without perfusion 

 

Live-cell CTM devices were fabricated using a high-frequency corona treater 

(BD-20AC, Electrotechnic Products) to energetically bond layers of 

polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning), i.e. PDMS at 10:1 ratio of base to 

curing agent, between 75x25x1 mm glass slides. Geometric features in PDMS were 

formed by a high-resolution razor cutter (FC8000, Graphtec). To prepare microfluidic 

devices for experiments, cell culture surfaces, consisting of a 200 micron tall by 

1 mm wide microchannel constructed from PDMS and glass, were cleaned with 70% 

ethanol, rinsed in deionized water, and air-dried.  

Immediately before cell experiments, the entire microchannel was incubated 

in ambient for one hour with 15 ug/mL fibronectin (354008, BD Sciences) in 

phosphate buffer saline (PBS) without Ca++ and Mg++ and then gently rinsed with 

2-3 times with PBS. Fibronectin-treated surfaces were kept hydrated by filling culture 

cavities with fresh PBS and were sterilized by ultraviolet exposure for at least 15 m 

prior to cell seeding. 
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Passage-5 hMSCs were expanded in 6-well plates with MSC media until 

confluent. Stem cells were trypsinized, centrifuged, resuspended at 10
5
 cells/mL, 

plated into microchannels, and incubated in a microscope-amenable environmental 

chamber (Precision Plastics) at 37 ºC, 50% humidity, and 5% CO2 for 20 min before 

microchannels were gently flushed with MSC media to remove non-adherent cells. 

One clinochip and one static chip were placed onto the CTM system, which was 

mounted to an XY motorized stage (MS-2000, Applied Scientific Instrumentation) on 

an inverted fluorescence microscope (IX81, Olympus Corporation). 

Cells that had been seeded on both the clino- and static chip were randomly 

selected for time-lapse microscopy using DIC and phase contrast. Both chips had 

similar seeding densities, roughly 5-6 cells in the field of view using a 10X objective, 

and similar initial morphologies. Before subjecting the clinochip to 30- or 60 RPM 

clinorotation, we acquired cell images at 0 hrs. At each subsequent hour, for 8 hrs, we 

acquired additional images.  

 

4.2.3. hMSCs with perfusion 

 

The main objective of this experiment was to demonstrate the use of the rotary 

joint for long-term cell culture under clinorotation. In brief, the methods discussed 

here are similar to section 4.2.1, with the exception that: (1) cells were cultured in 

cavities (see Fig. 23) rather than microchannels; (2) cells were subjected to 

clinorotation after 24 hr incubation rather than the roughly 30 min in section 4.2.1; 

(3) media was circulated through cavities at the critical flow rate, per Eq. (5). 
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Figure 23. Lab-on-chip devices used for cell experiment 2. (a) device layers were 

energetically-bonded with corona treatment. (b) full-assembled device. 

 

 

In detail, we again used a high-frequency corona treater to energetically bond 

layers of PDMS at 10:1 ratio of base to curing agent, between 75x25x1 mm glass 

slides. Geometric features in PDMS were formed from PTFE molds or by a high-

resolution razor cutter. To provide media perfusion through the PDMS microchannels 

and into cell culture cavities, we used syringe pump infusion (Pump 11 Elite, Harvard 

Apparatus) of media through 1.5 mm diameter orifices in glass slides. Orifices were 

created with a micro-sandblaster (Model 6500, S.S. White Technologies Inc.). 

 To prepare microfluidic devices for cell culture, surfaces were cleaned and 

incubated with 15 ug/mL fibronectin in PBS. Passage-4 hMSCs were expanded until 

confluent in tissue culture polystyrene flasks with MSC media, then trypsinized, 

re-suspended at 10
5
 cells/mL, and seeded into clinochip and static chip microcavities 

with MSC media. After 24 hr incubation in microcavities, the clinochip was set to 

(a) 

(b) 
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rotate at 60 RPM and the static chip at 0 RPM. Dual syringe pump infusion into both 

chips was set at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/hr to allow continuous media circulation in 

devices. Time-lapse images were acquired at 10 m intervals. 

4.2.4. HEK293 with perfusion 

 

We used CTM on cultures other than hMSCs and chose to use HEK 293. 

Methods are similar to those described previously (i.e. PDMS/glass device 

construction cell culture protocols, continuous perfusion with pump). However, a 

major difference is that we did not use same-cell images; therefore, the images that 

we acquired represented typical morphologies for the conditions described. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. Time-evolution of early spreading in hMSCs, without perfusion, imaged 

under DIC and phase contrast at 60 RPM clinorotation and at 0 RPM static control. 

While initial morphologies for all cells were similar, cells at 0 RPM were 

qualitatively more spread at 4-8 hrs compared to 60 RPM. This may indicate that 

microgravity inhibits cell growth. 
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Figure 25. Mean values of same-cell areas (n=3) and 1 S.D. error bars. From 

calculated cell areas at 8 hrs (based on images from Fig. 24), cells with the three 

median values were digitally-tagged. To eliminate outliers in cell behavior, only the 

tagged cells were then used to calculate areas at all remaining time points and used 

for comparison of means. We show significant difference between the 60 and 0 RPM 

chips at 6-8 hrs. * p<0.05. Matlab code in Appendix F. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 26. Difference in cell area between current time point and previous time point 

(n=3) and 1 S.D. error bars. To eliminate outliers in cell behavior, only the 3 median 

values of difference were used for analysis. Although much variability exists in the 

measurements, specimens at 0 RPM averaged 70% higher differences when 

compared with 60 RPM. 

 

* 

* 

* 
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Figure 27. Mean values of same-cell areas (n=3) and 1 S.D. error bars. From 

calculated cell areas at 8 hrs, cells with the three median values were digitally-tagged. 

To eliminate outliers in cell behavior, only the tagged cells were then used to 

calculate areas at all remaining time points and used for comparison of means. We 

did not show any significant difference between the 30 and 0 RPM chips. Matlab 

code in Appendix F. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 28. Difference in cell area between current time point and previous time point 

(n=3) and 1 S.D. error bars. To eliminate outliers in cell behavior, only the 3 median 

values of fold difference were used for analysis. Although much variability exists in 

the measurements, specimens at 0 RPM averaged 40% higher differences when 

compared with 30 RPM. 
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4.3. Results 

4.3.1. hMSCs without perfusion 

 

Figure 24 shows images at 0, 1, 4, and 8 hr time points. From these timelapse 

images, we measured time-evolving, same-cell areas using a custom Matlab 

algorithm (see Fig. 25). Matlab code in Appendix E. Average areas were not different 

in the first 3 hrs of clinorotation. After 5 hrs however, cell areas at 0 RPM increased 

dramatically while cells at 60 RPM showed little change.  Significant differences 

were found at 6-8 hr time points.  Cells under 30 RPM clinorotation did not exhibit 

significant differences in cell areas when compared with static controls even though 

cell areas at time points after 5 hrs, in the static chip exhibited mean values that were 

larger (see Fig. 27)   

At each time point, we conducted a visual inspection of other cell groups and 

found that morphologies for the randomly selected cells were qualitatively 

representative of the entire population in the chip. Although our sample size was 

small, our preliminary results demonstrate substantial changes to hMSC morphology 

at 60 RPM that may affect functions important to bone health including 

differentiation and chemotactic homing. 

We also took measurements for the absolute difference of same-cell areas 

between each time point and the previous point, as shown in Fig. 26 and 28. While 

much variability exists in the data, specimens at 0 RPM were measured at 

approximately 70% higher average difference when compared with 60 RPM and 40% 

larger when compared with 30 RPM. 
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Figure 29. DIC images obtained after 12 hrs of continuous media circulation in 

microcavities. (a) static control at 0 RPM. (b) 60 RPM. Wear debris (darker particles 

in the image) has entered into the cavity and obstructs view of cells. 

 

4.3.2. hMSCs with perfusion 

 

Clinorotated cells were subjected to continuous perfusion of MSC media at 

60 RPM for over 12 hrs. Cells remained viable and were motile. However, a 

comparison between 60 RPM and 0 RPM cells is not appropriate because seeding 

densities were different. Additionally, cells on the clinochip platform were subjected 

to another confounding factor: wear debris from the rotary joint, as shown in an 

extreme case in Fig. 29. A filter has been proposed for our clinochip system and 

discussed in more detail in the previous chapter. 

 

4.3.3. HEK 293 with perfusion 

 

 At 0 hrs, cells were seeded and incubated for 2 hrs prior to recording 

observations (Fig. 30). Cells were mostly round and showed evidence of attachment 

(a) (b) 
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points at the edges. At 24 hrs, there was minimal difference between clinorotation and 

static control. Cell density in static control was higher than clinorotation, but could be 

from bubbles that induced shear on cells under clinorotation. At 48 hrs, there were 

very few cells remaining in clinorotation cultures, perhaps sheared off from bubbles.  

Remaining cells were round and isolated or formed large 3D colonies. In 

contrast, cells in the static control were in large, monolayer colonies. At 72 hrs, many 

cells in the static control remained in large colonies, but individual units were 

difficult to distinguish. All cells in clinorotation were detached. Also at 72 hrs, cells 

in standard incubator (IB) formed large colonies and individual units were easily 

distinguished. Cells in the standard incubator with polystyrene (PS) flasks were more 

elongated than IB and static control. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 30. Phase contrast images (40X mag) of HEK 293 at 60 RPM clinorotation vs. 

the 0 RPM static control. 24hrs: little difference between 60 and 0 RPM. 48 hrs: only 

a few 3D aggregates remain in 60 RPM, compared to many monolayer colonies in 0 

RPM. 72hrs: no cells remaining in 60 RPM, large colonies in 0 RPM. Cells in 

polystyrene (PS) were more spread than on glass (IB). Both PS and IB were cultured 

in a standard incubator vs. the environmental chamber for 60 and 0 RPM. 
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4.4. Discussion 

We demonstrated CTM with HEK 293 cells and hMSCs, and obtained preliminary 

results that show how microgravity may affect cell behavior. HEK 293 cells at 

60 RPM clinorotation formed 3D aggregates that were dramatically different from the 

monolayer colonies in the static control. While hMSCs under clinorotation were not 

as dramatically different from the static control, they did show significant changes in 

cell area. Both HEK 293 cells and hMSCs did not initially show these qualitative 

differences, but eventually showed differences at later time points. 

 We particularly found it interesting that the response in HEK 293 cells were 

so dramatically different from hMSCs. This behavior may partially be explained by 

the normal adhesion properties of these cells. In general, HEK 293 cells cultured in 

traditional plastic flasks tend to have more rounded morphologies and are more easily 

trypsinized than hMSCs. In fact, after trypsinization, HEK 293 cells tend to lift off of 

the substrate in colonies as opposed to lifting off as individual cells, as exhibited by 

hMCSs. We believe that this clumping behavior with HEK 293 cells allows them to 

bind more readily to each other than to substrates. As a result, under microgravity, 

this aggregation behavior appears to be dramatically enhanced, up to the point of 

forming 3D aggregates, as we observed. 

 Some investigators have reported cytoskeletal alterations in specimens 

subjected to less than 1 min of weightlessness on parabolic flights. While it is very 

possible that the cytoskeleton for the cells in our experiments also underwent similar 

alterations, we were not able to observe these effects without fluorescent tagging 
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cytoskeletal elements, such as actin filaments. Thus, we were only able to report 

observations on overall cell morphologies.  

As a whole, CTM allowed us to identify the time-evolution of cell response in 

simulated microgravity without the limitation of only being able to obtain images at 

static time-points that are usually the extent of the capabilities afforded by 

conventional clinostat devices. Using static time points would limit the ability to 

understand how the time-dosage of microgravity affects cells, introduces more 

variability in experimental data, and may require more experimental controls to rule 

out confounding factors than our CTM system. For these reasons, and for its 

affordability and versatility, we believe that CTM represents a significant step 

forward in space biology research. 

This observations of clinorotation speed dependence on cell response that we 

showed between 0, 30, and 60 RPM warrants further investigation. We think that 

lower rotation speeds may be too slow to simulate the microgravity condition. Thus, 

we believe that at some clinorotation speed between 30 and 60 RPM, there may be a 

critical speed that marks the transition to microgravity simulation. And if no distinct 

critical threshold exists, then we hypothesize that that the effect of clinorotation 

varies proportionally to speed up to the point where an increase in speed has 

diminishing effect on cell behavior.  

 The hypothesized dependence of clinorotation speed on cell behavior is a 

unique aspect that CTM can help to investigate; this is not possible through 

conventional clinostats that should be rotated at only one optimum speed at any given 

time. Therefore, CTM allows us to study possible ―mechanoresponse‖ time constants 
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for cells. Previous investigations have reported, by probing integrin proteins, that 

cells are most sensitive to signals around 1 Hz, or 60 RPM. In future work, we would 

like to investigate these findings through CTM.  

Gaining this type of understanding of cellular mechanoresponse is an 

application for this CTM technology that encompasses and transcends the field of 

space biology.  In fact, we believe that using gravitational force to probe cells may be 

more accurate of an experimental tool when compared with mechanical probes. This 

is just one of many possible investigations through CTM. In the next chapter, we 

discuss another interesting application. 
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5. Conclusion 

 In the introduction to my dissertation, I discussed the future of manned space 

exploration in the context of the current sociopolitical climate. I want to reiterate that 

without adequate political support and financial backing, our efforts to explore space 

will not be possible. Like most of what we consider basic research, manned space 

exploration has no commercial market and therefore, its success is largely at the 

whim of our lawmakers. 

But the focus of this dissertation was not to make an argument for funding 

space exploration. My goal was to present research tools that may allow investigators 

to develop enabling technologies. CTM is the type of tool that‘s been lacking in the 

space biology community. I think that large variations in experimental techniques 

with conventional clinostats make it difficult to reproduce results in space biology 

investigations. In addition, understanding cell response is sometimes incomplete 

without being able to characterize the time-evolution of these responses. Therefore, 

CTM is one step closer toward solving these issues. 

 

5.1. Summary of work 

A powerful aspect of CTM is that it can accommodate a wide range of 

research investigations and culture methods through the use of lab-on-chip devices. 

Microfluidic technologies have seen rapid development in the past decade and now, 

provide us with many different ways to investigate cell behavior. As described in my 

first Aim, my contribution to the field of microfluidics is providing approximations 

for the mass and momentum transport of fluid media into microcavities with 
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experimentally-validated models. Microcavities are simple to fabricate and can enable 

long-term cell culture and cell waste removal. The same analytical models may also 

facilitate the design of other device configurations to generate complex chemical 

microenvironments for ―probing‖ cells in various ways. My hope is that other 

researchers, both within and outside of space biology, will find the approximations 

useful and time-saving. 

After characterizing the mass and momentum transport in microcavities, my 

second Aim was to design and fabricate a clinorotation platform that was amenable to 

real-time microscopy and media exchange, a technique called Clinorotation Time-

lapse Microscopy (CTM). My final design for the CTM system is in stark contrast to 

mega-scale clinostat microscopes that are prohibitively large, expensive to build, and 

may induce significant vibrations or impulse loads on cell cultures. Moreover, by 

using lab-on-chip devices, CTM provides the ability to precisely modulate microscale 

flow, a capability not easily accomplished with conventional clinostats.  

For CTM, I also designed a fully-automated control system that establishes 

communication with various instruments for time-lapse, multi-position microscopy 

with clinorotation of cell cultures. Another important aspect of CTM was the design 

and fabrication of a magnetically-clamped rotary joint for media exchange between a 

stationary external fluid reservoir and the rotating, ―clinochip‖ platform on the CTM 

system. Like the entire CTM system itself, our microfluidic rotary joint is many times 

smaller than readily available commercial parts.  

Finally, my third Aim demonstrated CTM with various cell experiments. With 

HEK 293 cells, I showed that microgravity causes these types of cells to clump 
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together in 3D aggregates rather than adhering to their substrates. These observations 

were different than what we saw with hMSCs, which maintained their adhesion to 

substrates. However, microgravity significantly inhibited hMSC spreading at 60 RPM 

when compared with static controls after 6 hrs. Cells cultured at 30 RPM did not 

show significant differences in cell area. Therefore, there appears to be a dependence 

on clinorotation speed for the mechanoresponse of cells. 

 

5.2. Limitations 

 While CTM is a very exciting technology for space biology, there are 

limitations. The first is that CTM can only simulate microgravity in one-axis (i.e. 2D 

simulation). While 2D simulated microgravity is still a very acceptable model, a 3D 

system would certainly be an improvement. Moreover, the rotary joint is a 2-passage 

system, but future designs could accommodate additional fluid passages to enable 

more complex fluid flows. Additionally, we showed that this rotary joint may 

introduce debris into cell cultures; therefore, the rotary joint can really only be used in 

conjunction with a filter. Alternatively, we can also consider alternative designs, 

perhaps those inspired by electrical slip rings on helicopters, for example. 

 Our analytical models for momentum and mass transport in microcavities also 

have their limitations. Firstly, our model for momentum transport tends to breakdown 

for low thickness-width (<0.5) aspect ratios. Therefore, we show that the decay 

constant for the analytical solution, compared with an FEM simulation of our 

experimental geometries is within 20% error. We believe that the analytical solution 

is still useful for an approximation, but also want to emphasize that for cell culture 
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applications using a configuration similar to Fig. 8, thin cavities (such as the one used 

in validation experiments) would not be practical since most useful designs would 

tend toward thickness-width aspect ratios >1. Additionally, our model for mass 

transport does not take into account recirculation regions that may influence how 

molecules from the top of the cavity reach cell cultures at the bottom. This model 

could therefore, be improved in future work. 

 

5.3. Future work 

An exciting proposal that extends the work in this dissertation is to investigate 

the time-dependent effects of microgravity on MSC behavior using CTM for 

microgravity simulation and lab-on-chip devices to generate chemical gradients in 

cellular microenvironments. Specifically, CTM is needed for visualizing the motile 

behavior of cells, and can also be used in conjunction with immunostains to quantify 

final focal contact densities and phenotype markers. This study will provide new 

insight into dynamic cellular events in weightlessness that may adversely affect bone 

formation, targeting future efforts toward in vitro experiments in spaceflight to 

develop effective treatments. 

5.3.1. Background 

 

Our goal in this future work is to form a more complete understanding of 

MSC response since we believe that a thorough investigation of complex cellular 

events cannot rely solely on end-point evaluations in experiments. This is especially 

true, for example, when observing single-cell behaviors at various stages in the cell 

cycle, identifying epigenetic changes, or studying motility-dependent processes. Our 
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overall hypothesis is that mechanical unloading alters the morphology and 

cytoarchitecture enough to disrupt MSC motility, chemotactic homing, and ultimately 

affect osteogenic differentiation and ECM deposition. 

 

5.3.2. Research plan 

 

This future work summarizes a new proposal to investigate the role of gravity-

unloaded MSC morphology and motility in cellular differentiation. Our proposed 

specific aims directly address the Cell, Microbial and Molecular Biology (CMM) 

element, guiding questions CMM-1b, CMM-2, and CMM-3 in NASA‘s Space 

Biology (SB) Science Plan. We also address identifier AH2 in the NRC‘s 2011 

Decadal Survey Report to investigate how extracellular cues and weightlessness 

could impact osteogenesis. 

Specifically, we aim to: (1) investigate the long-term, dynamic behavior of 

MSCs under chemokine gradients in simulated microgravity and (2) quantify changes 

in distributions of focal adhesions and phenotype indicators. We have developed 

methods to address these aims, as elaborated in the following subsections. 

 

5.3.3. Aim 1: Live cell MSC motility 

  

MSCs exhibit chemotactic homing, i.e. chemically-induced migration toward 

a chemical source, during normal maintenance and injury repair. The cellular 

morphology and supporting cytoarchitecture is integral to this process, but may be 

adversely affected under microgravity. To investigate these effects, we developed 
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CTM to characterize time-dependent MSC behavior when subjected to 

spatiotemporally stable gradients of osteogenic growth factors. 

This targets guiding question CMM-1b in the SB Plan to elucidate the effect 

of microgravity on cellular cytoarchitecture and CMM-3 for understanding cell-cell 

interactions. We are further interested in linking these effects to motility and overall 

MSC function. 

Methods: Lab-on-chip devices mount easily to the CTM platform and can 

generate stable, linear chemical gradients with virtually no shear and high diffusion 

constants to allow sustained, in vivo like conditions and to optimize mass transport. 

The gradient device was demonstrated with chemotactic Vero cells in controlled, 

time-varying chemical gradients [72]. 

Protocols: In brief, early-passage, GFP-actin MSCs are plated onto 

fibronectin-treated lab-on-chip cavities at 3000 cells/cm
2
 and incubated at 37 ºC, 

50% humidity, and 5% CO2 with MSC media (DMEM, 10% FBS, 0.3 mg/mL L-

glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 ug/mL streptomyicin) for 30 m, or up to 2 days, 

before interfacing with the environmentally-controlled CTM. Experimental groups 

are: (1) chemical gradient at 60 and 0 RPM, (2) chem grad at 6, 0 RPM, (3) no grad at 

60, 0 RPM, (4) no grad at 6, 0 RPM. The chemical gradient is established by dual-

syringe pump infusion of [MSC media without growth factors] and [MSC media + 

osteogenic growth factors]. Osteogenic growth factors comprise of 50 uM ascorbic 

acid-2-phosphate, 10 mM B-glycerophosphate, 100 nM dexamethasone.  

An inverted microscope is programmed for multi-position, time-lapse 

microscopy, using fluorescence for temporal changes to GFP-actin, and DIC or phase 
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contrast for morphology and motility studies. After clinorotation, cells are 

chemically-fixed for immunostaining. 

Analysis: Images will be analyzed with custom algorithms in Matlab 

(Mathworks) to create time-varying cell density maps and to calculate motility 

parameters including persistence times, random motility coefficients, and migration 

speeds. We will also calculate cell areas and GFP-actin filament density, orientation, 

and polarization. Cell-cell interactions are investigated by correlating density maps 

with local morphology, actin characteristics, and motility data. 

 

5.3.4. Aim 2: Immunostains 

 

Cytoarchitectural changes in microgravity can affect osteogenesis, as 

demonstrated in the earlier studies where MSCs tended toward adipocyte phenotypes. 

We predict similar results with our investigations but will also use live-cell and end-

point immunostains to draw further conclusions. The live stain will be introduced into 

CTM-circulated MSC cocktails to temporally tag AP levels as an approximation of 

osteogenesis. End-point stains will be used to correlate cell density maps obtained in 

Aim 1 with relevant phenotype indicators, i.e. lipids and AP, to further infer how 

differentiation relates to cell-cell interactions.  

We will also stain for vinculin, a focal adhesion protein that clusters in 

response to mechanical tension, in order to correlate its organization with GFP-actin 

characteristics and motility parameters. We anticipate that these experiments will 

reveal an orchestrated process linking morphology to differentiation. 
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This targets guiding question CMM-1b in the SB Plan to elucidate the effect 

of microgravity on cellular cytoarchitecture and CMM-2 to study morphogenesis. We 

are further interested in how MSCs differentiate and maintain bone health in 

spaceflight. 

Methods: Immunoassay protocols are well-established and routinely used. 

After staining cells and imaging, we will quantify the distribution of vinculin, lipids, 

and AP. These results will be correlated with spatially collocated and temporally 

concurrent data obtained in Aim 1 to map the time-history of MSC behavior. 

Protocols: In brief, the protocols and experimental groups for using the live-

cell AP stain are identical to procedures in Aim 1, but will also incorporate equal 

concentrations of the AP stain into both reservoirs of the MSC cocktails. Media 

circulation will facilitate the diffusion of the non-toxic stain to enable nearly real-time 

reporting of AP activity. 

End-point immunoassays are for vinculin, lipids, and AP. For vinculin, cells 

will be fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, rinsed with water, washed in buffer, 

permeabilized with Triton X-100, washed in buffer, incubated with anti-vinculin 

antibody, and followed by a FITC-conjugated secondary antibody.  For lipids, cells 

will be fixed in 10% formalin, rinsed with water, washed in 60% isopropanol, and 

incubated with Oil Red O. For AP, cells will be fixed in acetone/citrate, rinsed with 

water, and incubated in a mixture of naphthol AS-MX phosphate alkaline solution 

with fast blue RR salt. 

Analysis: Fluorescence micrographs of the vinculin stain will be used to 

compare morphology and motility data to the concentration of focal contacts. Images 
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of lipids and AP will be correlated with cell density maps to determine relationships 

that may help elucidate the mechanisms that regulate tissue maintenance in 

spaceflight. 

 

5.3.5. Design of experiments and statistics 

 

The buried channel, in which cells will be subjected to a chemical gradient, 

will be ―binned‖ along the gradient into five regions of interest (ROI) as shown in 

Fig. 31. Each ROI will correspond to a specific combination of clinorotation speed (0, 

6, 60 RPM) and average biochemical concentration within the ROI (i.e. 10%, 30%, 

50%, 70%, 90% concentration of osteogenic growth factor). Within each ROI, 

[clinorotated + gradient] measures will be normalized with corresponding 

[clinorotated without gradient] measures, to eliminate any confounding effects not 

due to clinorotation and biochemical concentration.  

Two analyses will be performed: (1) within each ROI (concentration) to 

compare effects of clinorotation speed and (2) within each clinorotation speed to 

identify concentration-dependence. For each of the continuous outcome measures, we 

will perform one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA). Because these experiments 

represent conditions that have not been investigated, to date, we can only estimate the 

variance and differences we expect to see. Moreover, we will be performing cell-by-

cell analyses from micrographs. If we use a conservative estimate that our standard 

deviation for any particular measure is twice that of the differences we wish to detect, 

a power analysis calculation of sample size yields a sample size of 88 cells, based on 

a critical significance of α = 0.05 and statistical power of (1- β) = 0.9 [110].   
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Figure 31. Experiment design compares cellular regions of interest (ROIs) in growth 

factor gradients v. no gradient. Also compare clinorotation speeds. Statistics w/ one-

way ANOVA. 

 

 

Since we expect at least 10 cells in any given ROI, it is estimated that 9 

independent experiments will need to be conducted, assuming that each chip can 

accommodate one buried channel at a time. This is a conservative estimate because 

our chips can reasonably fit up to four microchannels. Thus, we conservatively need 

to complete up to 36 trials, and as few as twelve. 

Schedule: A typical trial consists of thawing low-passage stem cells, 

expanding them in flasks, fabricating and sterilizing microfluidic devices, seeding 

cells in devices, subjecting cells to clinorotation for up to 72 hours, staining cells, and 

data processing. This entire process takes approximately one week. Some of these 

steps can be combined into batch operations or overlapped, but there are limitations 

based on the availability of shared equipment. The conservative total of 36 trials, 

which encompasses Aims 1 and 2, will conservatively take approximately ten months 
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to complete, which includes an extra month budgeted for schedule conflicts and 

experiment reruns. If we finish the experiments earlier than ten months, we will run 

additional trials or include other test conditions. 

The specific device that we‘ve proposed, originally published in [72] is based 

on a T-sensor configuration that maintains a distinct interface between two parallel 

streams of flowing media. Our device is slightly modified from published work but 

remains an inexpensive, multi-layer construction of glass, plastic, and biocompatible 

tape that is designed to generate stable, linear chemical gradients (see Fig. 32).  We 

verified with fluorescent dye that with these modifications, we were still able to 

produce relatively linear gradients, as depicted in Fig. 33. 

 

 
 

Figure 32. Chemical gradient generator. (a) vias connect T-sensor flow in top layer to 

the buried channel where cells are cultured in (b) the bottom layer. (c) a gradient is 

created within the buried channel. (d) flow oscillations and diffusive broadening do 

not disrupt the gradient. (e) multiple cavities can be designed onto a single chip to 

increase sample size. Reproduced from [72]. 
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Figure 33. Validation of steady-state gradient in buried channel where cells would be 

cultured. A linescan (shown in red) and corresponding graph of fluorescence 

intensity, which reached R
2
=0.98 in 20 min and remained steady after 1 hr of flow. 

 

 

5.3.6. Expected outcomes 

 

From our preliminary work (as presented in this dissertation), we believe that 

motility parameters with higher clinorotation speeds will be markedly different from 

static controls, showing that motility is reduced in microgravity. Temporal alterations 

to MSC morphology will reflect this by showing less spread cell shapes and a more 

randomized cytoskeletal orientation. These qualities should subsequently induce an 

adipogenic phenotype. Live-cell AP staining will give preliminary insight into the 

differentiation process and end-point stains show a complete lipid and AP assay. The 

vinculin stain is expected to show a proportional relationship between the 

concentration of focal contacts and MSC motility, and will also be proportional to the 

expression of an osteogenic phenotype. 
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5.3.7. Research roadmap 

 

MSCs are important for maintaining bone health and play an integral role in 

bone fracture healing. Normal cell functions are hypothesized to be adversely affected 

in spaceflight and may partially explain the decreased bone health and generally poor 

quality of fracture healing in animal models flown in space. Our incomplete 

understanding of MSC behavior, as related to bone heath in space, may jeopardize the 

success of future, long-duration manned missions. Future results from this proposed 

work will contribute new knowledge that could eventually help to develop therapeutic 

countermeasures for astronauts. 

This new space biology investigation is the preliminary groundwork to 

ultimately target spaceflight experiments that would confirm ground simulations and 

utilize the readily-available, commercial grade Culture Habitat (CHAB) or similarly 

designed system with integrated dual-tube pumps and microscopy-amenable 

configuration. Ultimately, we envision that these experiments may provide new 

knowledge of stem cell behavior in space, but that they also translate to clinical 

applications on Earth. Spinoff research includes: investigating genomic and 

proteomic profiles associated with MSC cytoarchitecture and differentiation; 

assessing the potential of MSCs in treating musculoskeletal pathologies in 

spaceflight; using drugs to promote normal MSC-mediated morphogenesis. 
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Epilogue 
 

Outer space, stars, galaxies, and planets. They have always been a fascination of mine 

for as long as I can remember. Some of the most breathtaking moments in my life 

have been out on top of a mountain, in the vast expanse of a dessert, or in the woods 

far from civilization where I stare mesmerized into the star-filled night sky. 

One of my earliest childhood memories was when, at the age of seven in the 

second grade, I learned about different kinds of clouds. And when I discovered that 

clouds were nothing more than water vapor, and that beyond Earth‘s atmosphere 

there was nothing more than outer space, I lost my sense of where God lived. I 

concluded then, that God did not sit on a golden throne on top of clouds. That‘s when 

I became addicted to outer space. 

My idol in third grade was Galileo Galilee, and I made a plastic bottle figurine 

of him to present to my class. Later on, when I was 8 or 9, somehow I got my hands 

on some NASA posters of galaxies, planets, and astronauts that I plastered all over 

the walls of my room.  

 At age 10, my neighbor found out about my love for space and shared that 

same passion. When I had first met him, Joel was in the process of building a patio in 

his backyard; but within a couple months, had an amateur telescope pad set up. He 

showed me Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, the moon, pulsars, and many other stars I knew 

very little about. Joel talked all about space with me and while I grasped very little of 

it, he fueled my passion further. 
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When I started middle school, I remember grabbing my mom‘s old astronomy 

textbook, and spending weeks reading through the first few chapters, amazed by how 

much mankind knew about something we‘ll never completely understand. This was 

the first textbook that I read out of my own initiative. 

 In high school, at age 17, I secured an internship at NASA Goddard with 

Chuck Clagett‘s group. He later hired me as a Co-op when I was 19, and then 

converted me to a full-time civil servant when I was 23 after my obtaining my BS/MS 

degrees. I am still under his supervision to this day. Sometimes I have to remind 

myself that my job is the epitome of my childhood ambitions. For that, I am fortunate, 

beyond measure. 

In the midst of all this, I also became interested in biology. You see, learning 

about outer space satisfied my curiosity, but it didn‘t fully satisfy my desire to do 

something purposeful with my life. During my undergraduate years, this became very 

important to me, so much in fact, that I started taking basic pre-med coursework in 

my senior year. Not only did I think that becoming a medical doctor would‘ve given 

me a more fulfilling life, but I came to the conclusion that the human body was one of 

the most complex engineering systems we could study. Space biology is the perfect 

melding of my interests, providing me the opportunity to explore my scientific 

curiosity and allowing me the satisfaction of helping to preserve the health of 

astronauts, with potential spinoffs for clinical applications on Earth. 
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Appendix A: Matlab simulation of conventional clinostat 
 

 

% Simulation of particle in clinostat 

clear all; close all; clc 

  

% Parameters 

d=0.15; % diameter of clinostat [m] 

rho1=1040; % density of a bead [kg/m^3] 

rho2=1000; % density of fluid media [kg/m^3] 

rho=rho1-rho2; % mass differential [kg] 

w=200*(1/60*2*pi); % rotation speed [rad/sec] 

g=9.81; % grav acceleration [m/sec^2] 

mu=1e-3; % dynamic viscosity of water [N/s/m^2] 

b=200e-6; % particle size [m] 

  

% Initial values 

r=d/4; % particle distance from center [m] 

a1=0; % particle angle from horizontal in inertial frame [rad] 

a2=0; % particle angle from horizontal in rotational frame [rad] 

x=r*cos(a2); % x-position 

y=r*sin(a2); % y-position 

  

t=0:0.01:5; 

xs=[]; ys=[]; vs=[]; a1s=[]; a3s=[]; % storage matrices 

for lp=2:length(t) 

    dt=t(lp)-t(lp-1); 

    rev=w*dt; 

    [a3,v]=solve(subs( ... 

        'b^2*rho*(g*cos(a1)+w^2*r*cos(a2)+2*w*vv*cos(aa3- 

a2)*sin(a2))=8*mu*vv*cos(aa3)'), ... 

        subs( ... 

        'b^2*rho*(g*sin(a1)+w^2*r*sin(a2)-2*w*vv*cos(aa3-

a2)*cos(a2))=8*mu*vv*sin(aa3)')); 

    a3=eval(a3(1)); v=eval(v(1)); 

    % recalculate positions 

    vx=v*cos(a3); vy=v*sin(a3); 

    x=x+vx*dt; y=y+vy*dt; 

    r=sqrt((x^2+y^2)); 

    a2=atan2(y,x); 

    a1=a1+rev; 

    % plot figures: inertial frame 

    subplot(1,2,1) 

    plot(d/2*cos(0:0.01:2*pi),d/2*sin(0:0.01:2*pi), ... 

        'linewidth',2); % clinostat boundary 

    hold on; plot(0,0,'kx'); % plot center 

    plot(d/2*cos(a1),d/2*sin(a1),'b^','linewidth',2) % plot marker 

    plot(r*cos(a1),r*sin(a1),'ro','linewidth',2); % particle location 

    plot(0,0,'k.','markersize',2); hold off; 

    axis(1.2*[-d/2,d/2,-d/2,d/2]); axis('square') 

    set(gca,'FontSize',12,'LineWidth',1.5,'xticklabel',' ','yticklabel',' ') 

    title('Inertial Frame','fontsize',12) 

    % plot figures: rotating frame 

    subplot(1,2,2) 

    plot(d/2*cos(0:0.01:2*pi),d/2*sin(0:0.01:2*pi), ... 

        'linewidth',2); % clinostat boundary 

    hold on; plot(0,0,'kx'); % plot center 

    plot(d/2*cos(0),d/2*sin(0), ... 

        'b^','linewidth',2) % plot marker 
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    plot(x,y,'ro','linewidth',2); % particle location 

    plot(0,0,'k.','markersize',2); hold off; 

    axis(1.2*[-d/2,d/2,-d/2,d/2]); axis('square'); 

    set(gca,'FontSize',12,'LineWidth',1.5,'xticklabel',' ','yticklabel',' ') 

    title('Rotational Frame','fontsize',12) 

    % store values 

    xs=[xs,x]; ys=[ys,y]; vs=[vs,v]; a1s=[a1s a1]; a3s=[a3s a3]; 

    % record movie 

    pause(0.01); 

    mov(:,lp-1)=getframe(gcf); 

end 

movie2avi(mov,'clino.avi','fps',20,'compression','none') 

% plot figures: shear stress 

tau=mu*3/2*abs(vs)/b; 

subplot(2,1,1) 

plot(t(1:length(vs)),10*tau,'linewidth',1); 

set(gca,'FontSize',12,'LineWidth',1.5,'xticklabel',' ') 

title('Maximum Shear Stress (dyne/cm^2)','fontsize',12) 

% plot figures: inertial frame 

subplot(2,2,3) 

plot(d/2*cos(0:0.01:2*pi),d/2*sin(0:0.01:2*pi), ... 

    'linewidth',2); % clinostat boundary 

hold on; plot(0,0,'kx'); % plot center 

r=sqrt(xs.^2+ys.^2); 

plot(r.*cos(a1s),r.*sin(a1s),'r','linewidth',1); % particle location 

hold off; axis(1.2*[-d/2,d/2,-d/2,d/2]); axis('square') 

set(gca,'FontSize',12,'LineWidth',1.5,'xticklabel',' ','yticklabel',' ') 

title('Inertial Frame','fontsize',12) 

% plot figures: rotating frame 

subplot(2,2,4) 

plot(d/2*cos(0:0.01:2*pi),d/2*sin(0:0.01:2*pi), ... 

    'linewidth',2); % clinostat boundary 

hold on; plot(0,0,'kx'); % plot center 

plot(xs,ys,'r','linewidth',2); % particle location 

hold off; axis(1.2*[-d/2,d/2,-d/2,d/2]); axis('square'); 

set(gca,'FontSize',12,'LineWidth',1.5,'xticklabel',' ','yticklabel',' ') 

title('Rotational Frame','fontsize',12) 
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Appendix B: Matlab analytical solution for cavity flow 

 

 

% Analytical Solution from Weiss and Florsheim 1965 

% First order approximation for 2d lid driven flow 

clear all; close all; clc 

  

d=2e-3; w=0.94e-3;  % depth and width [m] 

uinf=0.0015; % max velocity in freestream flow [m/s] 

tb=w/40; % boundary layer thickness of incoming stream [m] 

  

% x,y coord (origin at bottom left) 

np=40; % mesh density 

x=0:w/np/2:w; y=0:d/np/20:d; 

[xx,yy]=meshgrid(x,y); 

     

% some coefficients 

ca=2*pi/3^(1/4)/w*sin(1/2*atan(sqrt(2))); 

cb=2*pi/3^(1/4)/w*cos(1/2*atan(sqrt(2))); 

cc=sin(1/2*atan(sqrt(2)))*cosh(cb*d)*cos(ca*d)+ ... 

    cos(1/2*atan(sqrt(2)))*sinh(cb*d)*sin(ca*d)- ... 

    tan(ca*d)/tanh(cb*d)*(cos(1/2*atan(sqrt(2)))*cosh(cb*d)*cos(ca*d)- ... 

    sin(1/2*atan(sqrt(2)))*sinh(cb*d)*sin(ca*d)); 

cd=tan(ca*d)/tanh(cb*d); 

ce=(1+cb^2/ca^2)*tan(ca*d)+(1-cb^2*cd^2/ca^2)*(1/tan(ca*d)); 

cf=3^(1/4)/pi*ca*cb*w^2/cc*(cos(ca*d)*sinh(cb*d)+cd*sin(ca*d)*cosh(cb*d)); 

ud=uinf/(1+cf*tb/w); ud=uinf; % boundary velocity 

  

% get the x-direction velocities, ux 

syms ysym; uxx=diff(ud*sin(pi*xx/w).^2/ca/ce/sinh(cb*d)/cos(ca*d)* ... 

    (cb/ca*cosh(cb*ysym)*sin(ca*ysym)-sinh(cb*ysym)*cos(ca*ysym)+ ... 

    (1-cb*cd/ca)/tan(ca*d)*sinh(cb*ysym)*sin(ca*ysym)),ysym); 

for lp1=1:length(y) 

    for lp2=1:length(x) 

        ux(lp1,lp2)=subs(uxx(lp1,lp2),ysym,yy(lp1,lp2)); 

    end 

end 

  

% get the y-direction velocities, uy 

syms xsym; uyy=-diff(ud*sin(pi*xsym/w)^2/ca/ce/sinh(cb*d)/cos(ca*d)* ... 

    (cb/ca*cosh(cb*yy).*sin(ca*yy)-sinh(cb*yy).*cos(ca*yy)+ ... 

    (1-cb*cd/ca)/tan(ca*d)*sinh(cb*yy).*sin(ca*yy)),xsym); 

for lp3=1:length(y) 

    for lp4=1:length(x) 

        uy(lp3,lp4)=subs(uyy(lp3,lp4),xsym,xx(lp3,lp4)); 

    end 

end 

  

% truncate the data 

y=y(2:end)-d/(np*d/w); 

xx=xx(2:end,:); yy=yy(2:end,:)-d/(np*d/w); 

ux=ux(2:end,:); uy=uy(2:end,:); 

  

% plot the velocity magnitudes 

um=sqrt(ux.^2+uy.^2); % velocity magnitudes 

[xi,yi]=meshgrid(0:w/np/4:w,0:d/np/4:d); 

mag=interp2(xx,yy,um,xi,yi,'spline');  

figure; surf(xi,yi,mag); shading flat; axis equal; axis tight; view(0,90) 
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% plot centerline and max velocities vs. depth 

umax=max(um,[],2); % max velocity along cavity depth 

figure; plot(fliplr(y),abs(ux(:,round(end/2)))) 

hold on; plot(fliplr(y),umax,'r:'); set(gca,'YScale','log') 

  

% plot streamlines 

[stx,sty]=meshgrid(0:w/round(np/2):w,0:d/round((np/2*d/w)):d); 

figure; streamline(xx,yy,ux,uy,stx,sty); axis equal; axis tight; 

  

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Compare analytical solution with critical Pe to find Lc 

  

% critical Pe 

diffcoeff=6.8e-10; % diffusion coefficient [m^2/s] 

pelength=50e-6; % characteristic length [m] 

vc=diffcoeff/pelength; % critical velocity for Pe=1 [m/s] 

vcp=vc*ones(length(y),1); 

scf=1; % conservative scaling factor 

  

% find the critical length in cavity 

fitcoeff=polyfit(fliplr(y),log(umax)',1); 

fitumax=fitcoeff(1)*fliplr(y)+log(ud); 

fitumax2=fitcoeff(1)*fliplr(y)+scf*log(ud); % from polyfit 

fitumax3=ud*exp(-4.24/w*y); % from simplified derivation 

fitumax4=ud*sinh(cb*[y(2:end),d])/sinh(cb*d); % from full derivation 

figure; plot(fliplr(y),fitumax2,'b-',fliplr(y),log(umax),'k-', ... 

    fliplr(y),log(abs(ux(:,round(end/2)))),'k:',fliplr(y),log(vcp), ... 

    'r--',y,log(fitumax3),'g',fliplr(y),log(fitumax4),'r:') 

iv=log(vc); iy=-w/4.24*(iv-scf*log(ud)); 

if iy<d 

    hold on; plot(iy,iv,'ro') 

    text(0.9*iy,0.9*iv,['Lc=',num2str(iy),'m']) 

end 

xlabel('Depth into Cavity [m]'); ylabel('ln(velocity) [m/s]') 

title('Velocity Magnitudes vs. Depth into Cavity') 

legend('polyfit','maximum','centerline','critical Pe','simple','complete') 

  

% generate a threshold velocity plot 

figure; hold on 

for lp4=1:length(mag) 

    for lp5=1:length(mag) 

        if mag(lp4,lp5)<=vc 

            plot(xi(lp4,lp5),yi(lp4,lp5),'k.'); 

        end 

    end 

end 

shading flat; axis equal; axis tight; view(0,90) 

  

% generate a threshold velocity plot 

figure; hold on 

for lp4=1:length(mag) 

    for lp5=1:length(mag) 

        if mag(lp4,lp5)<=vc 

            plot((d-yi(lp4,lp5))*1000,xi(lp4,lp5)*1000,'k.'); 

        end 

    end 

end 

shading flat; axis equal; axis tight; axis([0 4.9 0 1]) 

set(gca,'YAxisLocation','right','FontSize',12,'LineWidth',1.5) 

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','centimeters'); xSize = 8; ySize = 12; 

set(gcf,'PaperPosition',[0 0 xSize ySize]) 

set(gcf,'Position',[0 0 xSize*50 ySize*50]) 
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% plot the velocity magnitudes 

um=sqrt(ux.^2+uy.^2); % velocity magnitudes 

[xi,yi]=meshgrid(0:w/np/4:w,0:d/np/4:d); 

mag=interp2(xx,yy,um,xi,yi,'spline');  

figure; surf(xi,yi,mag); shading flat; axis equal; axis tight; view(0,90) 

set(gca,'YAxisLocation','right','FontSize',12,'LineWidth',1.5) 

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','centimeters'); xSize = 8; ySize = 12; 

set(gcf,'Position',[0 0 xSize*50 ySize*50]) 

set(gcf,'PaperPosition',[0 0 xSize ySize]) 
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Appendix C: Solid Edge CAD drawings for CTM 

 

 

The following drawings can be used as a reference to build the CTM system 

demonstrated in this dissertation. However, machining and material tolerances should 

be taken into account when attempting to reproduce the parts.  

 

All dimensions are in inches (not mm) unless otherwise stated. 
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Appendix D: LabVIEW block diagram for control system 

 

The controls algorithm we developed uses RS-232 communication protocols for the 

stepper motor, microscope, and XY motorized stage. The camera accepts commands 

via IEEE 1394 firewire. To ensure proper communications with instruments, we ask 

readers to refer to manufacturers‘ manuals. 
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Appendix E: Matlab image processing tool for cell morphology 

 

 

% This program is an image processing tool that can be used to alter 

% images, select regions of interest for calculating: (1) area, (2) 

% major/minor axes dimensions, and (3) orientation 

clear all; close all; clc 

  

% load the data 

im=imread('p3t005.bmp'); 

im=single(im); 

  

% gray threshold 

figure; histfit(im(:)) 

gt=input('Set threshold value (to use histogram mean, leave empty) and press 

''Enter'': '); 

if isempty(gt)==1 

    gt=mean(im(:)) 

end 

figure; subplot(1,2,1); imagesc(im); colormap(gray); 

axis off; axis equal; axis tight; set(gca,'YDir','normal'); ax=pbaspect; 

im(find(im<gt))=0; 

im(find(im>=gt))=1; 

  

% draw black lines 

subplot(1,2,2); imagesc(im); colormap(gray); hold on; 

axis off; axis equal; axis tight; set(gca,'YDir','normal'); ax=pbaspect; 

title('Draw black lines') 

fprintf('Click on two endpoints for all desired blackout lines and right-

click when done \n') 

yblack=[]; xblack=[]; 

check1=1; 

counter=1; 

while check1==1 

    [yblack(counter),xblack(counter),check1]=ginput(1); 

    if mod(counter,2)==0 

        blackline=line([yblack(counter-1),yblack(counter)], ... 

            [xblack(counter-1),xblack(counter)]); 

        set(blackline,'linewidth',1.5) 

    end 

    counter=counter+1; 

end 

yblack=yblack(1:end-1); xblack=xblack(1:end-1); 

yblack(find(yblack<=0))=2;  

xblack(find(xblack<=0))=2; 

yblack(find(yblack>size(im,2)))=size(im,2)-1;  

xblack(find(xblack>size(im,1)))=size(im,1)-1; 

stepsize=100; 

for loop2=1:length(yblack)/2 

    xx=linspace(xblack(2*loop2-1),xblack(2*loop2),stepsize); 

    yy=linspace(yblack(2*loop2-1),yblack(2*loop2),stepsize); 

    for loop3=1:length(xx) 

        im(round(xx(loop3)),round(yy(loop3)))=0; 

        im(round(xx(loop3))+1,round(yy(loop3)))=0; 

        im(round(xx(loop3)),round(yy(loop3))+1)=0; 

        im(round(xx(loop3))-1,round(yy(loop3)))=0; 

        im(round(xx(loop3)),round(yy(loop3))-1)=0; 

    end 

end 
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% select ROI 

subplot(1,2,2); imagesc(im); colormap(gray); hold on; 

axis off; axis equal; axis tight; set(gca,'YDir','normal'); ax=pbaspect; 

title('Select ROIs') 

fprintf('Click on one point in every ROI and right-click when done \n') 

yuswer=[]; xuser=[]; 

check2=1; 

counter=1; 

while check2==1 

    [yuser(counter),xuser(counter),check2]=ginput(1); % get points from the 

picture 

    if check2==1 

        plot(yuser(counter),xuser(counter),'r+') 

    end 

    counter=counter+1; 

end 

yuser=yuser(1:end-1); xuser=xuser(1:end-1); 

  

area=[]; major=[]; minor=[]; direction=[]; 

for loop=1:length(yuser) 

    npix=0; % count pixels 

    xpix=[]; ypix=[]; % store xy pixel locations for linescan 

    xstore=[]; ystore=[]; % store xy pixel for fill 

    xo=floor(xuser(loop)); yo=floor(yuser(loop)); 

     

    % start scanfill 

    yc=yo; xxline=xo; 

    while isempty(xxline)==0 % up direction 

         

        xline=xxline; xxline=[]; 

        while isempty(xline)==0 

            xc=min(xline); xs=xc; 

            xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

             

            check3=1; % right direction 

            while check3==1 

                if im(xc,yc)==1 && xc<size(im,1) && yc<size(im,2) && ... 

xc>1 && yc>1 

                    if im(xc+1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc+1)==1 || ... 

im(xc-1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc-1)==1 || 

im(xc+1,yc+1)==1 || im(xc-1,yc+1)==1 ... 

                            || im(xc-1,yc-1)==1 || im(xc+1,yc-1)==1 

                        npix=npix+1; 

                        xpix=[xpix xc]; ypix=[ypix yc]; 

                        xxline=[xxline xc]; 

                        xstore=[xstore xc]; ystore=[ystore yc]; 

                        xc=xc+1; 

                        xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

                    end 

                else 

                    check3=0; 

                end 

            end 

             

            xc=xs-1; 

            xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

            check4=1; % left direction 

            while check4==1 

                if im(xc,yc)==1 && xc<size(im,1) && yc<size(im,2) && ... 

xc>1 && yc>1 

                    if im(xc+1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc+1)==1 || ... 
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im(xc-1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc-1)==1 || 

im(xc+1,yc+1)==1 || im(xc-1,yc+1)==1 ... 

                            || im(xc-1,yc-1)==1 || im(xc+1,yc-1)==1 

                        npix=npix+1; 

                        xpix=[xpix xc]; ypix=[ypix yc]; 

                        xxline=[xxline xc]; 

                        xstore=[xstore xc]; ystore=[ystore yc]; 

                        xc=xc-1; 

                        xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

                    end 

                else 

                    check4=0; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

        yc=yc+1; 

    end 

     

    yc=yo-1; xxline=xo; 

    while isempty(xxline)==0 % down direction 

         

        xline=xxline; xxline=[]; 

        while isempty(xline)==0 

            xc=min(xline); xs=xc; 

            xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

             

            check3=1; % right direction 

            while check3==1 

                if im(xc,yc)==1 && xc<size(im,1) && yc<size(im,2) && ...  

xc>1 && yc>1 

                    if im(xc+1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc+1)==1 || ... 

im(xc-1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc-1)==1 || 

im(xc+1,yc+1)==1 || im(xc-1,yc+1)==1 ... 

                            || im(xc-1,yc-1)==1 || im(xc+1,yc-1)==1 

                        npix=npix+1; 

                        xpix=[xpix xc]; ypix=[ypix yc]; 

                        xxline=[xxline xc]; 

                        xstore=[xstore xc]; ystore=[ystore yc]; 

                        xc=xc+1; 

                        xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

                    end 

                else 

                    check3=0; 

                end 

            end 

             

            xc=xs-1; 

            xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

            check4=1; % left direction 

            while check4==1 

                if im(xc,yc)==1 && xc<size(im,1) && yc<size(im,2) && ... 

xc>1 && yc>1 

                    if im(xc+1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc+1)==1 || ... 

im(xc-1,yc)==1 || im(xc,yc-1)==1 || 

im(xc+1,yc+1)==1 || im(xc-1,yc+1)==1 ... 

                            || im(xc-1,yc-1)==1 || im(xc+1,yc-1)==1 

                        npix=npix+1; 

                        xpix=[xpix xc]; ypix=[ypix yc]; 

                        xxline=[xxline xc]; 

                        xstore=[xstore xc]; ystore=[ystore yc]; 

                        xc=xc-1; 

                        xline(find(xline==xc))=[]; 

                    end 
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                else 

                    check4=0; 

                end 

            end 

        end 

        yc=yc-1; 

    end 

    plot(ystore,xstore,'r.') 

    area=[area npix]; 

     

    % calculate centroid and ellipse dimensions 

    xcentroid=mean(xpix); 

    ycentroid=mean(ypix); 

    plot(ycentroid,xcentroid,'bx') 

    da=1; theta=0; dxr=0; dyr=0; 

    for lp=1:1:180 

        rcheck=1; 

        rcount=1; 

        while rcheck==1 && xcentroid+dxr<size(im,1) && ... 

ycentroid+dyr<size(im,2) && xcentroid+dxr>1 && ycentroid+dyr>1 

            if im(floor(xcentroid+dxr),floor(ycentroid+dyr))==0 

                rcheck=0; 

            end 

            dxr=rcount*cosd(lp); 

            dyr=rcount*sind(lp); 

            rcount=rcount+1; 

        end 

        lcheck=1; 

        lcount=1; 

        dxl=0; dyl=0; 

        while lcheck==1 && xcentroid+dxl<size(im,1) && ... 

ycentroid+dyl<size(im,2) && xcentroid+dxl>1 && ycentroid+dyl>1 

            if im(floor(xcentroid+dxl),floor(ycentroid+dyl))==0 

                lcheck=0; 

            end 

            dxl=lcount*cosd(lp+180); 

            dyl=lcount*sind(lp+180); 

            lcount=lcount+1; 

        end 

        if rcount+lcount>da 

            da=rcount+lcount; 

            theta=lp; 

            axr=xcentroid+dxr; ayr=ycentroid+dyr; 

            axl=xcentroid+dxl; ayl=ycentroid+dyl; 

        end 

    end 

    line([ayr ayl],[axr axl]) 

    % plot minor axis 

    rcheck=1; 

    rcount=1; 

    mxr=0; myr=0; 

    while rcheck==1 && xcentroid+mxr<size(im,1) && ... 

ycentroid+myr<size(im,2) && xcentroid+mxr>1 && ycentroid+myr>1 

        if im(floor(xcentroid+mxr),floor(ycentroid+myr))==0 

            rcheck=0; 

        end 

        mxr=rcount*cosd(theta-90); 

        myr=rcount*sind(theta-90); 

        rcount=rcount+1; 

    end 

    lcheck=1; 

    lcount=1; 

    mxl=0; myl=0; 
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    while lcheck==1 && xcentroid+mxl<size(im,1) && ... 

ycentroid+myl<size(im,2) && xcentroid+mxl>1 && ycentroid+myl>1 

        if im(floor(xcentroid+mxl),floor(ycentroid+myl))==0 

            lcheck=0; 

        end 

        mxl=lcount*cosd(theta+90); 

        myl=lcount*sind(theta+90); 

        lcount=lcount+1; 

    end 

    db=rcount+lcount; 

    bxr=xcentroid+mxr; byr=ycentroid+myr; 

    bxl=xcentroid+mxl; byl=ycentroid+myl; 

    line([byr byl],[bxr bxl]) 

     

    major=[major da]; minor=[minor db]; direction=[direction theta]; 

     

end 

  

% print results 

disp('area'); disp(area') 

disp('major axis'); disp(major') 

disp('minor axis'); disp(minor') 

disp('direction'); disp(direction') 
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Appendix F: SPSS statistics for experimental significance  

 

For our statistical analysis, we conducted a comparison of means between 60- and 

0 RPM specimens using a 2-tailed t-test and identified significance as *p<0.05. 
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2 hr time point: 
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4 hr time point: 
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6 hr time point: 
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8 hr time point: 
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